
Judas!

Hello again and a very warm welcome to Judas! issue 14.We have a variety of treats lined

up for you. John Hinchey has progressed on to that album to top all albums, Blood on the

Tracks; Izzy Young,whose back pages we will continue to feature in later issues,has sent us a

piece fresh from his pen; Padraig Hanratty provides us with another Wilbury Twist; Gerry

Barrett at remarkably short notice read and reviewed Greil Marcus’s Like A Rolling Stone;

Bob Dylan At The Crossroads and left me jealous at his ability to do so in such a cogent

manner; while Martin Van Hees provides more meat and entertainment in his philosoph-

ical reflection on ‘John Brown’ than I have ever found in the song itself. Oh yes, and the first

part of my article on Bob Dylan and traditional Scottish music is also featured.

A recent Isis article detailing the history of Dylan fanzines very kindly and pleasingly

described my previous effort, Homer, the slut as ‘a gem of a fanzine’. This led to some people

asking me for back copies but, sadly, I do not have any of those. (Indeed I don’t even have a

complete set myself,due to some of the master copies not being cared for properly.On being

informed of this said enquirers then suggested reprinting parts of Homer, the slut in Judas!

I was reluctant to do this for two reasons. Firstly, a great deal of the attraction of Homer,

the slut was in its idiosyncratic nature and its reflection of what was happening in the Dylan

world at that time.To pick out articles that could fit into Judas!’s remit and style will not give

an accurate impression of the previous ‘zine. (This is without mentioning the chasm

between the two publication standards!)

Secondly, I worried – and I am still concerned – that it would not be fair to those Judas!

subscribers who have kept their back issues of Homer, the slut (yes, both of you).

However, after sounding out a number of subscribers on the idea and finding out they

were supportive of it we have decided to give it a trial run.Please let us know if you think this

a good idea or not.

The first article in this occasional series has been chosen not only for its inherent merit

but also as a twice-over timely tribute to its author, John Stokes. It appears here in the same

month as the final issue of Freewheelin’, a magazine that John has been the guiding light

behind and indefatigable collator of for some twenty years on a monthly basis. That’s

stamina for you! Also,in one of his many other services to the Dylan world,he helped launch

the John Green Day memorial event, the fifth annual occurrence of which is being held at

the end of this month. If you are going you can tell him what you think of his article there.

Exciting times are ahead for Dylan fans, with Scorsese and The Bootleg Series Volume

Seven imminent.These will no doubt garner truckloads of magazine and newspaper article

and reviews. Meanwhile, the Never Ending Tour rolls on and continues to attract more

universal praise in the mainstream press than it does amongst Dylan fans who seem – or at

least the groups of people I know all are – very divided on the quality of the shows for the last

two or three years. It is a debate that inflames a great deal of passion,but I am hoping to have
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a rational look at it in a future issue. It will also appear in some guise or another in my

talk at the aforementioned John Green Memorial Day.

Just as we were going to print there was an astonishing bootleg DVD release,a two-

DVD set of Don’t Look Back out-takes. Clearly an indispensable item for all Dylan

fans, and indeed should be required viewing for everyone who has ever said that

Dylan was only going through the motions in early 1965,or didn’t care about this tour.

(Mind you, since many of the same people have written the same about the 1966

acoustic sets,even after hearing their extraordinary beauty,perhaps the opinion is too

engrained to be changed.)

Whatever, for the aficionado there is so much to admire here, the utter control of

himself, his performance and all that surrounds him (his life is, per se, an ongoing

performance).Songs like ‘It Ain’t Me,Babe’and ‘To Ramona’delivered with real verve

and engagement.Ah,yes,you’ll gather I like it,a forty year after the event release which

just goes to show you should never give up hoping. Blonde On Blonde out-takes

anyone? (Actually, the upcoming Bootleg Series Seven even has a few of those that are

new to us.) Plus there’s all the other stuff, the interviews, the chatter, the whole

caboodle and a little bit of a 1966 ‘bonus’ where you can squirm with embarrassment

over Bob’s ill and out of it car journey with John Lennon for even longer than before.

Anyway, until next time, best wishes to you all, enjoy all the releases to come, the

shows and don’t forget to send your feedback, articles, photos and thoughts on Desire

and/or the Rolling Thunder Revue to the usual address.

Bye for now,

Andrew Muir 

A note from Alan Davis:

Back in issue 7 of Judas!, I wrote a piece called ‘Bob Dylan and The Nature of Gothic’

which involved looking at Dylan’s work in a new light using the critical insights of the

19th century writer and artist, John Ruskin. It turned out not to be such an absurd

notion as it might sound,and since then I’ve been extending the treatment to look not

just at Dylan,but at various other unlikely art forms in the light of Ruskin’s ideas.This

is going to culminate in an exhibition at the Ruskin Library, Lancaster University,

running from 14th October – 22nd December 2005, admission free. See

http://www.lancs.ac.uk/users/ruskinlib/exhibitions.htm.
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Blood on the Tracks is Dylan’s most widely popular album, and it’s easy to

imagine why. It’s a collection of songs about heartbreak. Even though Dylan

himself professed perplexity that so many people would ‘enjoy that type of pain,’ 1

heartbreak sells. It helps, too, that, these are great songs about heartbreak. But I

suspect that it helps even more that, uniquely among Dylan’s albums, Blood on the

Tracks attains a fine balance between two poles of his artistic personality that had

previously seemed mutually exclusive. You might call them the domesticated

Dylan and the unhousebroken Dylan, or the sweetly accessible Dylan and the

forbiddingly sublime Dylan. There’s the guy with problems like the rest of us, and

there’s the guy – if he is merely a guy – who is a problem for all of us.

Blood on the Tracks is the fourth and last in a series of increasingly persuasive

albums about marriage. Over the course of this series of albums, a sense of

marriage as a refuge from the world yields steadily to a recognition of marriage as

a stickier proposition, something closer to a microcosm of the human condition.

Blood on the Tracks is also the first of these albums in which the old wild Dylan is

a central presence. We may have sensed his presence in the friskiness of the best

Planet Waves songs, but there he’s just a leavening agent, expanding the domestic

circle without breaking or breaking with it. Dylan’s authentic wildness, as his 60s

songs alerted us, is at once more thrilling and more unsettling: he is ‘a creature

void of form,’ as he memorably re-figures (in ‘Shelter from the Storm’) the

‘mystery tramp’ or ‘complete unknown’ of his wildest 60s songs, uncompromised

and uncompromising, unreachable by and unaccountable to any fixed identity.

The wildness in Dylan is the composite trickster-prophet of Stephen Scobie’s Alias

Bob Dylan Revisited; it’s not surprising that Scobie has nothing to say about the

first three of Dylan’s marriage albums.

Blood on the Tracks:
‘Both in and out of the game and

watching and wondering at it’

by John Hinchey
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You could say the return of this wild-

ness is a bad sign for any marriage, which

is premised upon the fixed identities of

husband and wife. But it’s worth noting

that this wildness returns (in the songs, if

not the songwriter’s life) to a marriage

already in crisis and to a man whose iden-

tity as lover and husband is beginning to

break apart on him.

It’s beginning to break up, but it hasn’t

yet. Blood on the Tracks is not, as it is often

said to be, about the break-up of Dylan’s

marriage. For one thing, it’s not neces-

sarily ‘about’ the actual Bob Dylan at all

(though of course its representations of

marriage and romance certainly draw

upon his own experiences). But most

importantly, the album’s primary subject

is not a failed marriage, but a failing one

that its singer is desperate to repair. Blood

on the Tracks is less about the heartbreak

of a broken marriage than about the

heartbreak of marriage itself. The ‘pain’

Dylan acknowledged to be at the heart of

the album is an extreme version of the

common stress fractures that, when

healed, strengthen the bonds of marriage,

or even friendship. Marriage is full of

heartbreak, because – as the great ‘Idiot

Wind’ realizes – our deepest demands

from it are both central to our humanity

and morally insane.

That brings us back to Dylan’s wild-

ness, ‘the creature void of form.’ It’s easy to

understand why this creature disappeared

from Dylan’s songs when he wrote about

domestic life; the question is why he

returns now. The answer lies in the songs,

especially in the five songs I will treat in

this chapter: ‘Idiot Wind,’ ‘If You See Her

Say Hello,’ ‘You’re a Big Girl Now,’ ‘Meet

Me in the Morning,’ and ‘Buckets of Rain.’

All are about the same (or the same kind

of) relationship, and they all treat it from

the point of view of an urgent and trou-

bled present tense. The remaining Blood

on the Tracks songs (which I shall discuss

in a later article in Judas!) offer various

perspectives on this central drama by

moving away from it. ‘Tangled Up in Blue’

and ‘Shelter from the Storm’ (and the

outtake ‘Up to Me’) treat the same rela-

tionship, but they treat it both as a thing of

the past and a thing of the future. ‘Simple

Twist of Fate’ and ‘You’re Gonna Make Me

Lonesome When You Go’ revisit the world

of romance without marriage inhabited

by Dylan’s 60s songs, and ‘Lily, Rosemary,

and the Jack of Hearts’ is a fable about the

relationship between marriage and

romance.

II

According to Clinton Heylin’s teasingly

brief description of the fabled ‘little red

notebook’ in which Dylan worked on all

but two of the songs on Blood on the

Tracks,2 Dylan had written most of the

album’s major songs before he began ‘Idiot

Wind,’ a song that went through at least a

couple of wholesale revisions over several

months before assuming its final form

during the December 1974 recording

sessions in Minnesota. (The September

outtake, included on the original, unre-
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leased version of the album and released on

the Bootleg Series, Vol. 2, is a very different

song.) Nonetheless, it makes sense to me to

begin my discussion with this song, which

has always struck me as the ‘howling beast’

(to borrow one of its tropes) whose savage

spirit shadows the anguished civilities and

visionary escapades of the other songs on

Blood on the Tracks. I believe it is one of

Dylan’s greatest songs, but I could also

make a good argument that Dylan has

never written anything as bad as this. It’s

that kind of song: ‘What’s good is bad,

what’s bad is good.’ The song’s rhetoric is

not just over the top; it is outrageously,

ridiculously, childishly over the top. It is an

embarrassment.

You could – and his early critics often

did – say the same thing of Faulkner’s

fiction. ‘Idiot Wind’ could easily be

imagined as a poetic revision of a subplot

Faulkner never got around to including in

Light in August. Like Faulkner’s idiots and

innocents, Dylan’s singer is at once

outraged, outrageous, and distressingly

sublime. Like Faulkner’s major characters,

Dylan’s singer (from the evidence of

Chronicles, like Dylan himself) is a

stranger in a strange land driven by the

simple yet severely exacting desire for

human recognition. The song’s (indeed,

the entire album’s) emotional centre is the

quatrain that erupts in the third of the

song’s four two-verse sections:

I noticed at the 

ceremony

Your corrupt ways had 

finally made you blind

I can’t remember your face anymore 

your mouth has changed

Your eyes don’t 

look into mine

The tone of this is utterly humourless,

yet it is as hilarious as it is terrifying. It’s

both insane and insanely funny. We cannot

yield to its intensity without losing all grip

upon our sanity, yet its intensity resonates

deeply within us. Yes, we all want your eyes

to meet mine with a look of recognition,

and we want it now. And of course, we all

have it now, somewhere in our lives, more

or less, to a degree, sort of. But only an

idiot would believe that every taint of

estrangement could be banished from his

life.

Exactly: Just such an idiot sings this

song. He believes he’s married to a woman

who understands him implicitly, affording

him complete asylum from an idiot world

that just can’t understand him at all. As the

song opens, the singer is beset by assaults

upon his reputation and his privacy, and his

wife isn’t always by his side when he needs

her. The first section ends with him

rebuking his ‘Sweet Lady’ for the taint of

otherness that occasionally (or, since she is

married to the most mercurial man on the

planet, routinely) requires that she ask him

‘where it was at.’ On the other hand, the

song gives the impression that she is a co-

conspirator in their mutual estrangement,

so she probably asked her question in the

same spirit of outraged intimacy with

which he throws it back in her face. The

sharpness of the singer’s rebuke – ‘even you,

yesterday’ – reverberates with implications
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of unspoken and perhaps unacknowledged

grievances, and we sense that the singer

might be beginning to lose his naive faith in

his marriage as an earthly paradise immune

to the psychic divisions and cross-purposes

of ordinary human experience.

The lyric enacts the singer’s ensuing

upheaval with an extraordinary imme-

diacy that beggars its own ironies. The

singer may not understand the full import

of what he is saying, but he doesn’t have

to. From the beginning of the second two-

verse section until his mind comes finally

to rest with the last verse, the force of his

realizations carry along his consciousness

as if in a chain reaction. The truth seizes

him viscerally.

This chain reaction also takes the

listener on an extremely wild ride. The

song’s narrative is extremely elliptical, and

the psychology shaping its jump cuts and

rhetorical mutations is often obscure or

self-contradictory and always surprising.

An interpretation of such a lyric will have

to be extreme as well, so before I discuss

the details of this wild ride, let me summa-

rize its course.

The opening two-verse section sets the

scene: the psychic asylum (or the illusion

of asylum) afforded by his marriage seems

to be crumbling. He rebukes his wife, or

‘Sweet Lady,’ for failing to understand him.

That rebuke blossoms, in the next section,

into a full-blown paranoia that engulfs his

wife, as if she were no longer the failed

cure for all that ails him but the ultimate

cause of it all. The third section begins

with a calmly rational analysis – no doubt,

too calm and too rational – of the sources

of the falling out he still hasn’t directly

acknowledged. But his bitterness quickly

resurfaces, forcing him to begin to

confront his loss and his own complicity

in it. In the final section, the singer, more

nonplussed than humbled, attempts to

take his leave, both from this woman he

‘can’t feel … anymore’ and from his

crazed, vain pursuit of the remembered

‘ecstasy’ that’s still his heart’s desire.

The greatness of the song lies in its

lively, acute psychology. The lyric is

forever catching us where we don’t want to

be found. It embarrasses us because we

recognize our most shameful impulses in

it. The brilliant ‘even you, yesterday’pas-

sage’s blend of obsession and casual

bullying packs sufficient menace to wake

the dead. In fact, that’s more or less what it

does: its psychic repercussions arouse the

singer to a terrible awakening from his

sleepwalk through his own life.

The singer’s unravelling psychology is

communicated less through what he is

thinking than through the timbre of his

rhetoric. I suspect that without the clues

provided by the song’s finely calibrated

rhetorical flavour, we might often find

ourselves utterly at a loss as to what he’s

getting on about. The singer’s return, at

the beginning of the second section, to his

sense of persecution by hostile forces, is a

good example of this. The rhetoric here is

very different from the first appearance of

this theme that begins the song. There,

even before we’ve learned enough about

his circumstance to realize that it’s very
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unlikely that he ever knew, let alone shot,

‘a man named Gray’ or then ran off with

his or anyone else’s wife, we immediately

recognize this opening verse as a parable of

some kind. Whatever they are actually

saying about him in the press, this is a cari-

cature of it, one that enables the singer

both to relish the glamour of it and

dismiss it as idiocy. His taunting, defiant

flourish – ‘I can’t help it if I’m lucky’ –

confirms our sense that this is a man who

knows how to take care of himself. Of

course, if we attend closely to the

substance of what he says, we might begin

to suspect that his grip on his sanity is only

skin deep. Accused of murdering a man to

get his wife for himself, he’s irked only by

the insinuation that he did it not for love,

but for money! 3

In the next section the singer sounds

as if he’s coming unglued, caught up in an

inner turbulence whose existence he’s

long been denying. When his mind

returns to the matter of his standing in

the world, the situation seems much more

dire than it did earlier, and it is framed in

a starkly different rhetoric. ‘There’s a lone

soldier on the cross/Smoke pourin’ out of

a boxcar door’ is no smart-ass rejoinder,

but a nightmare that haunts him. The

‘soldier on the cross’ seems to be a self-

image, although he does not acknowledge

or maybe even recognize it as such. The

implicit identification with Christ may

seem like a delusion of grandeur, but the

smoking boxcar suggests criminality –

I’m always reminded of the boxcar

carrying a payroll dynamited by Butch

Cassidy and the Sundance Kid. So

perhaps this lone soldier has more in

common with the thieves flanking Christ

than with Christ himself. And Christ

never faltered in his faith that he would

win the war ‘after losing every battle,’ so

the singer is something of a failed Christ,

a man who has survived without having

deserved it. ‘I can’t help it if I’m lucky’

now sounds a lot more like a desperate

psychic defence than a glib kiss-off to an

intrusive public.

This theme disappears in the next

verse, when the singer’s feelings about the

public seem to get submerged into his

feelings for his wife. His accusation that

‘You hurt the ones that I love best/And

cover up the truth with lies’ seems to be

addressed to her, since she has been the

only ‘you’ in this song. But since his ‘Sweet

Lady’ surely is to be counted among (if

not first among) those ‘I love best,’ it

sounds like it is addressed to the perse-

cuting public. It’s as if in her failure always

to recognize him implicitly, she has

become the archetype of the gossip-

mongers who harass him. He seems to be

overcome with the mad feeling that, in her

failure of him, she is the source of all the

evil in his world.

How he comes to that conclusion is

not so clear. A lot seems to have happened

– emotionally, psychically – between her

initial appearance as a ‘Sweet Lady’ who let

him down and this shocking demoniza-

tion of her that concludes with a sadistic

fantasy of her corpse lying in a ditch, ‘flies

buzzing around your eyes.’
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In the interim she has made but one

brief appearance, earlier in this verse, in

the ‘visions of your chestnut mare’ 4 he has

while ‘daydreaming about the way things

sometimes are.’ The word ‘visions’ evokes

longing and unattainable desire, feelings

that belong to the realm of romance, not

marriage. This connotation is strength-

ened by the content of those visions. The

‘chestnut mare’ is surely an allusion to ‘Chestnut

Mare,’ the 1973 Roger McGuinn/Jacques Levy

song (later featured in Dylan’s 1978 film

Renaldo and Clara), a delightfully self-

indulgent fantasy about an impossibly

ecstatic communion between rider and

horse.

This is the first suggestion that the

singer has never really accommodated

himself to his identity as a mere husband

as the basis for his relationship with his

wife – any more than, it now seems, he has

ever really allowed her to approach him as

a mere wife. Indeed, the psychology – and

it verges on psychosis – of the singer’s

shocking outburst seems to rest on a

conviction that, although they inhabit the

same body, his wife is not the same being

as his transcendent ‘Sweet Lady.’ His

marriage is implicitly defined as a corruption

of premarital bliss. This deranged sense of

his marriage shapes the romanticizing

allegory that concludes the song’s crucial

third section, and it is acknowledged

explicitly – if unrepentantly – in the final

section, when the singer says farewell to a

marriage he spent ‘haunted’ by the

memory of a lost ‘ecstasy’ he could never

recapture.

The fantasy of his wife’s final comeup-

pance ‘in the ditch’ seems to have

exhausted his outrage, for the third section

begins with a radical change of tone,

becalmed, impersonal, and even banal: ‘It

was gravity which pulled us down/And

destiny which broke us apart.’ The singer is

at last lucid, but he’s also in denial: this

couplet is, while true enough, just another

was of saying ‘the devil made us do it.’

Perhaps sensing that he won’t get off so

easy, he follows with this astonishing

couplet: ‘You tamed the lion in my

cage/But it just wasn’t enough to change

my heart.’ I suspect this slips out because

he thinks he is shifting the blame slightly

toward her, but his words really place the

failure on his idiot heart. The rest of this

verse (‘Now everything’s a little upside

down,’ etc.) seems to describe such a

sudden flip-flop in his perspective, one

that opens the way for the next verse,

which contains the finest poetry in the

entire song.

The singer returns here to his sense of

his wife’s betrayal of him, but casting

blame is now the furthest thing from his

mind. The ground notes are a baffled

regret and a muffled shame. ‘I noticed at

the ceremony,’ it begins; noticed but did

nothing, or nothing useful. The ‘cere-

mony’ at which he notices the ‘corrupt

ways’ that have blinded her may be a

recent event, but the word inevitably

evokes their wedding as well. The full

meaning of this couplet seems to be that a

taint of corruption that he noticed at the

very beginning – a measure of self-
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involvement that darkened her awareness

of him – has so consumed her that she is

now virtually blind to him. The singer

himself seems to realize that it is too late to

do anything about it only in the

succeeding panic-stricken couplet (quoted

earlier): ‘I can’t remember your face

anymore, your mouth has changed/Your

eyes don’t look into mine.’

The singer’s mind now rushes back, as

if in a panic, to the scene of the crime. The

‘priest’ may have officiated at the wedding,

which is re-imagined as the culmination

(‘seventh day’) of a creation that the priest,

wearing ‘black,’ refuses to bless as divinely

ordained. The priest is something of a

mirage, however, a projection of the

singer’s conscience-stricken realization

that he did nothing (‘sat stone-faced’ on

Blood on the Tracks, ‘waltzed around’ in the

early version released on the Bootleg

Series) while the edifice of his marriage

went up in smoke. But, as he is perhaps

beginning to realize, he never really took

the marriage – as distinct from the

romance it was to have consummated –

seriously. That’s the suggestion of the

vignette that concludes this verse, which

finds the singer (perhaps on his wedding

day) waiting for his wife to join him ‘on

the running boards/Near the cypress trees.’

It’s almost as if his fantasy (and it’s a deli-

ciously seductive fantasy) is to lure his wife

into abandoning him (her husband) at the

altar and eloping instead with him (her

lover). Imagine Gypsy Davy crossed with

Jay Gatsby – and wearing a long black coat

– and it starts to make a kind of insane

(but certainly poetic) kind of sense. But

the singer is now left contemplating the

marriage he and his wife abandoned in

spirit on their wedding day as a ‘spring-

time’ that turned ‘slowly into autumn.’ (An

earlier version of the lyric has ‘quickly into

autumn,’ but ‘slowly’ insinuates the tortu-

ousness of a springtime that passes

directly to fall without ever achieving a

summer fruition, while ‘quickly’ is redun-

dant with, and weakens the implicit force

of, the ellipsis of summer.) 

End of story? Not quite, but the song

could have ended after this section and a

final chorus that delivers the unforgettable

image of ‘idiot wind’ as a ‘circle around my

skull.’ But the song does not end here.

There’s one last turn of the screw, this one

a letting go that deposits the singer in a

psychic space that – quite unexpectedly –

makes possible the rest of Blood on the

Tracks and its re-imagining of the

emotional dynamic of marriage.

The final section begins by backing

away from the intensities of the terrible

realizations with which the third section

had concluded: ‘I can’t remember your

face anymore,’ etc., is metonymically

reduced to ‘I can’t feel you anymore/I can’t

even touch the books you’ve read.’ The

former is savagely humourless, but the

latter possesses an indelibly comic taint

that turns into Beckettian slapstick in the

couplet that completes the rhyme: ‘Every

time I crawl past your door/I’m wishing I

been somebody else instead.’ Note that he

sings ‘somebody else’ not, as you might

expect, ‘somewhere else.’ Extricating
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himself from himself – from the idiot in

his heart – is his main motive now. His

haunted pursuit of ‘her memory’ is itself

invoked here as the receding memory of a

self he is abandoning. Making his bid for

freedom in the song’s final verse, he offers

a farewell kiss – in the most fabulous

image in a song full of them – to ‘the

howling beast on the borderline that sepa-

rated you from me.’ But if he thinks he’s

saying goodbye to her, he’s in for a

surprise. That ‘howling beast,’ it turns out,

was aroused only when he had foolishly –

idiotically – sought to erase the borderline

between them.

Something quite unexpected then

happens as he’s saying goodbye. ‘You’ll

never know the hurt I suffered,’ he tells her,

‘and I’ll never know the same about you.’

For the first time in the song, the singer

addresses this ‘you’ as if she were someone

else. The humbled sanity of this concluding

address to her contrasts pointedly with the

opening ‘even you, yesterday.’ The dark

spell cast by their idealizing interiorization

of each other is finally broken when the

singer confronts – and asks her to confront

– what they can never know about each

other. Now that he has given up that ghost,

she comes back to him, not yet as a wife, or

even a lover, but as an actual person. His

concluding words to her are the first in the

song in which we hear the accent of

someone trying not to deny or obliterate

the distance between himself and his ‘Sweet

Lady’ but simply to reach across that

distance. It’s not much, perhaps, but in an

important sense, it’s everything.

Each two-part section of the song is

followed by a chorus, which varies slightly

but pointedly with each iteration, and it

varies in ways that adapt to the specific

emotional climate of the preceding verses.

But these choruses seem to stand outside

the main narrative and even, like the

chorus in a classical tragedy, to be sung by

another voice. The chorus seems to come

from that estranged place in the singer’s

consciousness to which he regains full

access only at the very end of the final

verse, when he emerges from his insula-

tion in his own idiocy. The singer’s

consciousness rejoins his conscience in the

final chorus, where the accusatory ‘you’re

an idiot babe’ finds its full realization as

‘we’re idiots, babe.’ That is, the inclusive

‘we’ has been implicit, if unrecognized, all

along. The ‘you’ in the ‘you’re an idiot,

babe’ that climaxes the first three choruses

is multivalent. It seems to attach itself

primarily to the singer’s wife, the ‘you’

addressed (or so it usually seems) in the

main lyric. But its resonance also catches

the song’s audience, which in the main

lyric is always held at arm’s length as ‘they.’

But this ‘you’ can also strike us as the

singer’s unwitting address to himself, a

recognition that his song is itself an ‘idiot

wind.’ Consider, for instance, the cele-

brated rhyme, in the third chorus, of

‘skull’ and ‘capitol.’ This couplet estab-

lishes the ‘idiot wind’ as a general plague

that not only engulfs the singer but also

emanates from him. The image of ‘circle

around my skull,’ after all, describes a halo.

The singer is patron saint of idiocy, its
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icon, and his choral voice knows this from

the start, even before he comes to realizes

it himself.

III

‘You’re a Big Girl Now’ attempts to

imagine speaking terms with the singer’s

wife that open up a future beyond the

apology that ends ‘Idiot Wind.’ Or, at least,

the singer tries to come to terms with his

sense of loss. Here, marriage itself is figured

as a conversation between separate people

and not, as the singer of ‘Idiot Wind’ seems

to have taken for granted, a telepathic union:

Our conversation

was short and sweet

It nearly swept me 

off-a my feet

And I’m back in the rain, oh, oh

and you are on dry land

You made it there somehow

you’re a big girl now 

The lyric is an imagined conversation

that seeks to circumvent the finality of the

actual conversation that, it is implied,

sealed their estrangement. This imagined

conversation turns inside-out the search

for the real ‘you’ in Dylan’s classic 60s

songs. This song is driven forward not by

felt changes in the female ‘you,’ but by the

blankness with which she would be

listening were she there to hear him. Her

felt refusal to be moved throws his words

back on him, provoking revisions of his

self-awareness that give the song its shape

and momentum.

The lyrics of the first four verses

constitute a series of strategic retreats, as

the singer is constrained to make increas-

ingly painful psychological concessions to

keep his imaginary conversation alive.

First he acknowledges his exile from his

wife’s affections, then the irrelevance of his

pain in exile to anyone but himself, then

the irrelevance of the past he and his wife

have shared to any future they might still

have together, and finally, most painfully

of all, the loss of his place of priority in her

life. The singer conducts his retreat with

an unappeasable yearning that’s edged

with a sharp sense of his own dignity, as

here, in the wonderful second verse:

Bird on the horizon

sittin’ on a fence

He’s singing a song for me

at his own expense

I’m just like that bird oh oh

singing just for you

I hope that you can hear

hear me singin’ through these 

tears

The lines’ equable tone belies the imagina-

tive acrobatics that steady it. The ‘bird on

the horizon sittin’ on a fence’ mirrors the

singer’s sense of himself as a not-quite-

exile (‘sittin’ on a fence’) trying to get back

into the country of his wife’s affections.

But the ways in which the singer is (and is

not) ‘just like’ that bird are more nuanced

and troubling than that – something the

lyric manages, exquisitely, to confront

without mentioning it. The bird is singing

‘for’ him, but the phrase ‘at his own

expense’ banishes any idea that the bird
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song that lifts his spirits is meant for him.

The bird’s singing belongs to a birdie

economy from which the singer is

excluded. Singing his own song, then, he is

‘just like that bird’ in that his ‘tears’ – a

trope both for his song and its psychic

motive – no longer concern his wife. (The

possibility that the bird is singing to his

mate hovers over all this, as does the

recognition that, but for the ‘falling out,’

the singer would have been ‘just like that

bird’ in this respect, too.) The singer

would like to be able to sing ‘I hope you

can hear these tears’ – he still longs for

sympathy, if not pity – but he catches

himself (we can hear it in the stutter step,

across the caesura, of ‘hear hear’) and

revises his plea: ‘hear me singing through

these tears.’ He gives up any expectation of

sympathy, hoping only that she take

notice.

This verse is more thrilling than the

others, but Dylan’s singer maintains a

similarly besieged poise throughout. Still,

at the conclusion of the fourth verse, with

the full force of the ‘all the way’ in ‘you’re a

big girl all the way’ lingering darkly in the

air, he’s reached the end of his rope. Not

surprisingly, then, when the fifth verse

begins, he sounds like a man truly talking

only to himself, as if he can no longer even

imagine talking with her. ‘A change in the

weather is known to be extreme,’ he sings,

bracing himself against the growing cold,

and his spirit sinks into a despairing

confusion: ‘What’s the sense of changing

horses in midstream?’ In the song’s

concluding couplet, the singer startles

himself back to life just as he seems on the

verge of blacking out:

I’m going out of my mind oh oh

with a pain that stops and starts

Like a corkscrew to my heart

ever since we’ve been apart

The triple rhyme, which corkscrews from

the end of one line through the middle

and on to the end of the next, lends ‘like a

corkscrew to my heart’ its rhetorical force,

but its tremendous poetic power is

elemental. It snaps the singer back to life

and to the motive of his song: his love for

his wife may have morphed into sheer

pain, but the pain is so embedded in his

heart that his life requires him to embrace

it. His sense of her returns in the song’s

closing half-line. The “we” invoked in

“ever since we’ve been apart” is a ghostly

couple, inhabiting a realm beyond the

possibility and perhaps the need of human

conversation, but it is nonetheless heart-

felt and, to that measure, real. In any case,

it’s the only sense of “we” the singer still

possesses.

Were ‘You’re a Big Girl Now” a Planet

Waves song, I would have already said all

that could be said about it in my article in

Judas! 12. In terms of its motives and

meanings, ‘Big Girl’ would even figure as

one of the less engaging songs on Planet

Waves – unless you’re a listener who gives

extra credit to songs about heartbreak. But

‘You’re a Big Girl Now’ is a far better

creation than anything on Planet Waves,

because, like Blood on the Tracks as a

whole, it possesses in abundance a certain

élan that the songs on Planet Waves
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possess only sparingly, if at all. The Planet

Waves songs are still largely at the mercy of

their various motives and meanings. The

liveliest trope on Planet Waves, for

example, is the line that closes ‘Something

There Is About You’: ‘can’t quite put my

finger on.’ But its liveliness is beholden to

the way it manages to mean what, for the

lyric to find its resolution, it has to find a

way to mean. The kick we get out of its

humour and wit – which I don’t mean to

disparage – lies almost entirely in its

pertinence.

The kick we get out of ‘corkscrew to my

heart’ arises from its pertinence, too, but

even more so from its impertinence. It is

fun, and even funny, yet there is no fun at

all in the circumstance it illuminates. The

image possesses a gratuitous vitality that’s

the real glory of Blood on the Tracks.

‘Corkscrew to my heart’ is this song’s most

striking example of it, but the entire lyric

sparkles with quieter extravagances. We

hear it right away when the singer uses the

cliché ‘nearly swept me off-a my feet’ to

describe his falling-out with his wife

instead of his falling in love. This is sting-

ingly ironic, but that puckish ‘nearly’ also

hints at a reserve of spirit which manages

to remain standing even as the singer is

sent tumbling ‘back in the rain.’ It is the

first suggestion that he’s detached from his

own suffering. (He does not sing out of his

tears, remember, but ‘through’ them.) 

My favourite moment in the song is

the couplet that closes the third verse, just

after the singer has acknowledged that ‘all

we’ve shared’ is a thing of the past:

I can change I swear oh oh

see what you can do

I can make it through

you can make it too

There is an emotional ambiguity in this, as

the singer steels himself against having to

change by letting go of this relationship,

yet also yearns for a ‘change’ in both of

them that will renew that relationship. But

these lines get their real strength from a

further ambivalence: despite their

emotional turbulence, they also have a

spiritual insouciance, conveyed by the

vernacular tonalities of ‘see what you can

do’ and ‘you can make it too.’ Taken out of

context, these locutions sound noncha-

lant, as if the singer were not passionately

concerned, but a bemused spectator.

This ambivalence, which is really a

doubleness in the lyrical voice, is entirely

different from its emotional ambiguity.

When Dylan sings the song, he can

choose to emphasize one aspect or the

other of the lyric’s emotional tenor. The

Blood on the Tracks version, for instance,

sounds anxiously hopeful, while the

versions Dylan sang during the American

leg of his 1978 world tour sound despon-

dent but ready to be surprised. But

however he spins it, the air of detachment

in his words acts as a counterforce, a kind

of anti-voice that measures the emotional

weight of the voice, giving it its due and

putting a limit on it. The singer’s

emotional turbulence furnishes him with

something to sing, but in the end, he

sings his song – as some say birds sing

theirs – because he likes to sing.
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‘If You See Her, Say Hello’ is a

companion song to ‘You’re a Big Girl Now’

that outstrips its sibling. It’s Dylan’s first

lyric in an unreservedly private voice, a

genre he would not again make much of

until Oh Mercy (1989) and Time Out of

Mind (1997). And even here the privacy of

voice is initially disguised by his invention

of an interlocutor, an alter ego who

discreetly disappears just before the end of

the song. ‘If You See Her, Say Hello’ picks

up the conclusion of ‘You’re a Big Girl

Now’ in its second verse. It employs a

similar image of a wounded heart and the

same ‘heart’/’apart’ rhyme to state overtly

what the earlier song only implied: ‘we’ve

never been apart.’ The ghostly speaking

terms the singer’s spirit maintains with his

estranged wife are now taken for granted.

Here, the danger is posed not by her

felt distance from him but by his excessive

absorption in her:

If you see her say hello

she might be in Tangier

She left here last early spring

is living there I hear 

This is exquisitely poignant, but also very

funny, and its humour is entirely at the

singer’s expense. By offering the informa-

tion that ‘she might be in Tangier,’ the

singer seems to half expect his friend not

just to ‘say hello’ should he run into her,

but to take the hint and head straight for

Morocco to find her. (The sense would be

different – and saner – if the cadence of

the half line turned on ‘might be’: the

implication would be that the singer’s

friend is already planning to go to Tangier.

But Dylan always sings the line by hustling

across it to ‘Tangier,’ which his voice

lingeringly caresses, as if the word itself

contained some whiff of her presence.)

The singer tries to disengage himself from

his romantic obsession with his estranged

wife by bequeathing her to an imagined

friend, but he just projects his obsession

onto the friend.

To be sure, he recovers, and so we have

our song, which traces a psychological

transformation and a spiritual awakening.

The singer redirects his will – a theme

introduced in the lethal punning of ‘like

lovers often will’ – from his obsession with

lost love to a stoic patience, not so much

with her as with himself:

Sundown, yellow moon

I replay the past

I know every scene by heart

it all went by so fast

If she’s passing back this way

I’m not that hard to find

Tell her she can look me up

If she’s got the time

The course of this final verse recapitulates

the course of the entire song. The singer’s

obsessive replaying of the past – as if in

some mad effort to bring it back – gives

way to the realization that its hold on his

heart is inseparable from the fact that ‘it all

went by so fast.’ Then the singer’s tone

modulates sharply as the lyric slows down.

Its final two lines cover only about as

much emotional ground as any other half-

line in the song. The hectic, fevered

element in his voice – wonderfully figured

in that garishly over-lit ‘yellow moon’ –
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metamorphoses into a patiently reticent

fervour.

The concluding half-line is a brilliant

stroke. She may or may not ever have time

for him again, but in any case she’s ‘got the

time’ – their future together is hers to

make or to break. That uncertain future

contrasts with the ‘past’ his heart still

holds. This sorting of his present reality

from the (possibly chimerical) portion of

his future in her possession establishes a

liberating ‘now and then’ that replaces the

maze of ‘here and there’ in which their

separation held him captive: ‘She left here

last early spring/is livin’ there I hear’ and ‘I

hear her name here and there.’ In both

instances, a pun on ‘hear’ underscores how

his being in the here and now is disturbed

by what he hears of her somewhere out

there. In the final line, she is the one who

will hear of what he now has to tell.

This psychological change is all for the

good, but what is most striking about the

final couplet is not its psychology but its

spiritual temper. Consider the subdued,

sparkling humour of ‘If she’s passin’ back

this way, I’m not that hard to find,’ ‘she can

look me up,’ and especially ‘if she’s got the

time.’ The couplet is a tissue of colloqui-

alisms that refuse, with imperturbable

nonchalance, to resolve the singer’s

contradictory impulses to assert his inde-

pendence and acknowledge his enduring

desire. Instead, it measures these

conflicting pressures while threading

between them. The singer’s nonchalance

fits his stoical reserve, but it’s also an

aesthetic performance, a relaxed savouring

of his awareness of his diminished circum-

stance. He’s enjoying being alive in the face

of circumstances that might seem to strip

his life of meaning and purpose.

The important question is not what

Dylan was thinking when he wrote this,

and it’s not even what we hear in it. The

question I am trying to answer is: why do

we keep listening to it? What is so attrac-

tive about this final couplet? This song?

This album? I don’t think it’s the expres-

sion of the pain of heartbreak, piercing as

that is. A whole lot of songs we don’t value

nearly so highly express the pain of heart-

break at least as pointedly. And I don’t

think it’s the exemplary resourcefulness

Dylan’s singer shows in coping with that

pain. I think rather that the heart of the

song’s appeal is in its secret, embattled

joyousness. Listening to Dylan sing this

song, or even just running through the

lyric for ourselves, we want to clap our

hands and sing. The tone of the

concluding couplet is perfectly captured in

Whitman’s sublime invocation of what he

calls ‘the Me myself ’: ‘Apart from the

pulling and hauling stands what I am …

Both in and out of the game and watching

and wondering at it.’ 5

This tone pervades the whole song.

The journey from obsession to acceptance

is something of a charade. The only time

the singer feels excluded from his lyric’s

ironies is in the opening line, and once

you’ve listened to the song more than a

couple times, you begin to feel that even

then he was only teasing himself – or

testing his alter ego’s worthiness to be
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entrusted with his tale. The illusion of

change in the singer’s voice is abetted by

the fact that the lyric does recount a

change that has occurred in him since the

lovers’ ‘falling out’ – the central memories

are of ‘how she left that night’ and ‘how I

tried to make her stay.’ But while the

memory of the former ‘still brings me a

chill’ and the ‘bitter taste’ of the latter ‘still

lingers on,’ both the chill and the bitter-

ness have already undergone a sea change

as his replay of the past conjures them up.

I won’t say that he savours them exactly,

but he does turn these feelings over in his

mind (and on his tongue) with a brooding

pensiveness that, when Dylan sings the

song, always gets filled with some flavour.

On Blood on the Tracks, for instance, he

sings ‘chill’ with a disquieting sweetness,

and while he nearly chokes on the words

‘bitter taste,’ his remembering quickly

recovers its palatability on ‘lingers on,’ and

the substance of that memory – ‘the night

I tried to make her stay’ – exercises a not-

a-night-you’d-want-to-have-missed allure

that beggars its bitter taste. Of course, all

this isn’t in the mere poetry of the song,

but something analogous is: we can’t open

our mind to these lines without some

flavour or flavours flooding their brooding

pensiveness. When I ponder these lines –

as opposed to some specific Dylan

performance of them – I am most often

filled with chagrin (‘bitter taste’) and a

perplexed wonder at what strange crea-

tures we are that, knowing better, we

persist in our willfulness. The memory of

it is not the only thing that ‘lingers on.’

On the other hand, the change in the

singer’s voice is not entirely an illusion.

The final verse exhibits a new self-posses-

sion. It’s foreshadowed in the closing line

of the preceding verse, where the singer

seems to notice the change that has

already overtaken his voice:

I’ve never gotten used to it

I’ve just learned to turn it off

Either I’m too sensitive

Or else I’m getting soft

To have ‘gotten used to it’ is held up as

if an ideal to aim for, but it is a false ideal,

one the singer now notices he has long

since shed. To get used to the pain of his

loss would be to become inured to it, to

become callous to his own heart. But he

hasn’t done that. He doesn’t wallow in his

pain – he knows when and how ‘to turn it

off ’ – but he’s learned to live with it, as the

lyric itself splendidly shows. He has moved

beyond the hard-shelled willfulness that

helped create his troubles. He may or may

not be too sensitive (i.e., feel too much),

but he is indeed ‘getting soft’ (i.e., losing

his defences against his feelings), and he’s

all the better for it.

It’s a remarkable song in several ways,

a tale of harrowing changes in a singer

who remains nonetheless always himself,

‘apart from the pulling and hauling’ even

of his own emotions, and an intensely

inwardly directed lyric that still stands as

one Dylan’s most intimately confiding

addresses to his audience. As the song

draws to its conclusion, its fictional

listener does not so much disappear as

coalesce with the singer in a shared state of
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bemused wondering. But for me the lyric’s

most striking quality is its transparency. It

gathers conflicting or even contradictory

feelings without blinking. ‘If you see her,

say hello’: does this express hope or

anxiety? Well, both. ‘To think of how’

means to consider the manner in which,

but it is also a demotic expression that

means ‘to realize or remember that,’ so that

when the singer thinks ‘of how she left that

night,’ we are unsure whether it’s her

absence or the bad behaviour (his? hers?

both of theirs?) behind it that’s bothering

him. The lyric doesn’t strain to resolve

these ambiguities, and the result is an

emotional complexity and depth that lies

openly on its surface.

This transparency is extremely delicate

and does not survive Dylan’s later revi-

sions of the lyric in live performance. The

revised versions, which trace the singer’s

deepening estrangement from his lost

love, shift the song’s focus from the

singer’s contemplation of where he finds

himself to the singer’s need to decide what

to do next. Ethical urgencies displace the

contemplative impulse at the heart of the

album version. In the version he sang at

Lakeland, Florida in April 1976, Dylan

replaced the line about replaying the past

with ‘My head can’t understand no more

what my heart won’t tolerate’: it’s an

admission that he can no longer recognize

himself in the song he had recorded little

more than a year earlier. I also find it

instructive that in this new poetic environ-

ment, language that had flickered with

delicate shades of feeling now sounds

(appropriately) flat and blunt. Here is the

final couplet from the August, 3, 2003

performance in Somerset, Wisconsin:

If she’s passing back this way

Lord, and I hope she sure don’t

Tell her she can look me up

I’ll either be here, or I won’t

That ‘she can look me up,’ which once

resonated so variously – at once wistful,

hopeful, pathetic, reserved – now

expresses a mildly derisive indifference

and nothing more. The locution has lost

its lustre, and in the Blood on the Tracks

version, the lustre is everything. In an

important sense, the canonical (to call it

that) ‘If You See Her, Say Hello’ is a cele-

bration of the satisfactions of our speech

and its power to carry the burden of what’s

on our minds. And you could make a good

argument that it is as good as anything

Dylan has ever written.

IV

Blood on the Tracks includes two blues,

‘Meet Me in the Morning,’ which employs

the traditional metrical form of the stan-

dard 12-bar blues, and ‘Buckets of Rain,’

which dances around the traditional blues

metric. The whole album is suffused with

a bluesy feeling, but there is a difference

between ‘the blues’ as an emotion and the

blues as a musical and poetic form. The

former invokes bleakness, depression, and

pain, but the latter is often quite funny and

always involves some kind of fun. The

blues, after all, is the devil’s music, party

music.
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These two songs add a new colouring

to the mix of the album, one that places

them at the conclusion of the imaginary

narrative I have reconstructed in this

chapter. This narrative runs from the

sublimely humourless ‘Idiot Wind’ (often

savagely funny in spite of itself) through

two songs whose subdued humour,

emanating from the singer’s tenuously

recovered ease, says, ‘life may not be fun,

but it is good.’ The singer of ‘Meet Me in

the Morning’ and ‘Buckets of Rain,’ para-

doxically at ease with his pain, is singing

not only at his own expense but also for

his own amusement. Both songs are full of

mischief.

‘Meet Me in the Morning’ is a superbly

ornery blues that appears to be sung to the

same instrumental track as the Blood on

the Tracks outtake ‘Call Letter Blues.’ The

latter features a fascinating but nonethe-

less stillborn lyric that never finds any

traction beyond a hapless moaning and

groaning that is often mistaken for the

essence of the blues. ‘Meet Me in the

Morning’ sounds like a second stab at real-

izing the impulse that produced ‘Call

Letter Blues.’ It’s the slightest lyric on the

album, but it still manages to carry its own

weight, mainly by wielding a surprising –

and appealingly sly – aggression. Only the

second of the song’s five recorded verses

sticks unequivocally to the ‘take pity on

me’ script the singer pretends to follow.

The opening proposal of a flight to Kansas

might seem like an escapist fantasy, but it

sounds suspiciously like a covert interven-

tion. The climate change the singer is

seeking is in her own attitude toward him.

The ‘little rooster crowing’ in the third

verse strikes me as a parody of the bird

‘singing at his own expense’ in ‘You’re a

Big Girl Now,’ and the singer now sounds

less pained than exasperated, or even

scornful that his wife doesn’t seem to

notice, or care, that ‘there must be some-

thing on his mind.’

The next verse re-strikes the plaintive

tone of the second, but here it’s barbed:

the prison he escaped, the pursuing hound

dogs he eluded, and the foul weather he

has endured all seem to be figures of her

‘unkind’ treatment of him. He doesn’t

come out and say that, but she can hardly

object without betraying a guilty

conscience. And now that he has her at bay

– he’s the hound dog now – he takes

advantage of the opening to serenade her,

in closing, with this deliciously bittersweet

declaration of his love:

Look at the sun

Sinking like a ship

Look at the sun

Sinking like a ship

Ain't that just like my heart babe

When you kissed my lips 

The images of the day sinking into night

and a ship sinking over the horizon are

offered here as tropes of love, of a

voyaging out of the self without self-disso-

lution. At the same time, the phrase

‘sinking like a ship’ also evokes the image

of a ship sinking to the bottom of the sea

– an image of self-dissolution that lovers

both desire and fear. The logic of the

analogy with the sinking sun holds off this
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meaning, but the unspoken evasion of this

fantasy has an enormous resonance on this

album, infected as it is with the fantasy of

absolute, unconditional union between

lovers that breeds the ‘idiot wind.’ In admit-

ting that, just as the sun does and does not

sink into night, and a ship crossing the

horizon does and does not sink into the sea,

so kissing her, his heart does and does not

sink into hers, the singer finally is able to

accept the bittersweet conditions of human

love. This resonance lends a piercing imme-

diacy to the otherwise trite final line: ‘Ain’t

that just like my heart babe, when you

kissed my lips.’ It’s a thrilling finale: she is

more fully present – and more achingly

absent – in this simple kiss than in any

other moment on the album.

Everybody loves ‘Buckets of Rain,’ but I

have the impression that most listeners

regard it as a delicious trifle. I think it’s one

of Dylan’s best songs. Its light touch is

anything but lightweight. It is as much fun

as it is painful. The singer’s pain gives him

no pleasure, but he is having some sort of

fun with it – and thereby keeps it alive. This

is not the usual sort of elegy in which the

elegist finds compensation for his loss and

puts it behind him. What is being elegized

is not the past but the present. The singer’s

present, paradoxically, keeps the world he

has lost. Confronting defeat, he remains

unvanquished and even unassailable.

On the face of it – in its diction,

imagery, sentiment, and other features –

‘Buckets of Rain’ isn’t all that different

from ‘Meet Me in the Morning,’ yet it’s an

immeasurably superior lyric. How does it

do that? Some of the vocabulary –

‘buckets,’ ‘ain’t no monkey,’ ‘bust’ – has a

homelier plainness than anything on ‘Meet

Me in the Morning’ (or elsewhere on the

album, for that matter), and I suppose

that’s part of it. The lyric presents itself as

the last word on a sense of things that

finally eludes words, so it probably helps

that it’s sprinkled with the kind of simple

words that seem to lie just this side of inar-

ticulacy. But the poetic power these words

exercise is mostly in the way they

contribute to the exquisite modulations of

tone that keep the lyric inviting and lively.

The song’s tone varies in tandem with

the unusual meter that Dylan seems to

have stumbled on as he tried to express a

feeling in the opening verse. This metrical

pattern may sound like a quatrain, but it’s

actually a blues triplet with an internally

rhyming first line and a trisyllabic phrase

after the caesura in the middle line. Both

the music and the feeling of the verse pivot

around that caesura:

Buckets of rain, buckets of tears

got all them buckets comin’ out of

my ears

Buckets of moonbeams

in my hand

You got all the love

honey baby I can stand

The course of feeling is traced initially

in the changing flavour of those ‘buckets.’

‘Buckets of rain, buckets of tears’ possesses

a ruggedly beautiful, plainspoken gravity.

Comically, the sense of ‘buckets’ as a short-

hand for ‘bucketfuls’ yields to a vision of

actual buckets: the image is of the singer’s
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body as a house whose roof has sprung a

leak under a deluge of emotion. The

comedy becomes slapstick as ‘comin’ out

of my ears’ asserts its literal sense.

The sense of ‘buckets’ as ‘bucketfuls’

reasserts itself painfully in the middle line.

The mood takes a sudden turn here as the

meter stretches the jaunty rhythm of

‘buckets of rain, buckets of tears’ on a

pensive rack. This line contains the same

number of syllables as that opening

phrase, and the same pattern of stresses,

but when the anticipated repeat of ‘bucket’

turns up as ‘beams’ and is annexed to

‘moon,’ the movement of the line slows to

a crawl before coming to a sublime rest on

‘hand.’ No sooner does the singer recover

the brighter face (‘moonbeams’) of his

turbulent emotional climate than he finds

himself equipped with only his bare hands

– which, of course, don’t make very good

buckets. But by then, these hands have

been purged of any hint of possessive

grasping, opening the lyric to the gratitude

and wariness of a lover anxious not to

collapse under the weight of a shower of

love (under which) he can barely ‘stand.’

It may be surprising that the ‘tears’

were provoked by an excess of love rather

than the loss of it, but love lost and love to

excess are not mutually exclusive condi-

tions. Like the other songs on Blood on the

Tracks, ‘Buckets of Rain’ is about a couple

who love each other too fiercely and too

much. Should their ‘falling out’ prove

permanent, it won’t be because they have

fallen out of love. The love invoked in the

phrase ‘you got all the love’ is different

than the cosy connubial variety on Dylan’s

earlier 70s albums. The ‘you’ here may be

his wife, or some other real or imagined

woman, but whoever she is, the love she

radiates is the god Eros, a primordial love-

hate we must learn to humanize – or else

we’ll be reduced to idiocy. The opening

verse humanizes eros, invests it with a

human form and voice. That’s why the

interjected ‘honey baby’ is so central to the

affect of this line.

None of the song’s middle three verses

attains the exquisitely well-tuned humour

of the first one, but each finds its own way

to entertain the singer (and his listener),

and for once, Dylan finds himself in a

mood where this is all he requires. His

singer already knows all he needs to know:

he’s never entirely going to lose her, and

he’ll be never wholly – idiotically, we might

say – united with her, either. The form this

middle ground might take remains open –

on later songs like ‘Most of the Time’ or

almost any song on Time Out of Mind, it

takes the bitter flavour of ‘I can’t have you,

but I can’t get rid of you, either’ – but none

of that matters right now. You could say

that the rest of the song is the sound of the

singer exploring the speaking terms of this

bittersweet intimacy-within-estrangement.

More than a decade earlier, in ‘Mama, You

Been on My Mind,’ Dylan sang ‘I’m just

breathin’ to myself, pretendin’ not that I

don’t know.’ ‘Buckets of Rain’ is the song

that fulfills this aesthetic ideal of song as the

sound of the singer simply breathing to

himself, his entire being, his whole world,

dancing in and out on his bare breath.
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Each verse exploits the base metre in

roughly the same fashion, resolving itself

in the final line as the singer recovers from

an emotional blow dealt by the preceding

half-line’s final trisyllabic twist. In the

second verse, for instance, the repetition of

‘disappear,’ which links the behaviour of

‘friends’ and the ‘pretty people,’ ruefully

universalizes the singer’s sense of the

impermanence of human relationships.

The third line (‘If you want me honey

babe I’ll be here’) yields to that recognition

– she’s disappeared and may not ever want

to see him again – and overrides it: friends

and lovers remain in each other’s hearts,

ready to reappear in each others’ lives

when circumstances conspire to permit it.

There’s a further wryness: where exactly is

‘here?’ Perhaps he’s now disappeared on

her, and it’s up to her to find him, as in

some game of emotional hide-and-seek.

The third verse oscillates between

erotic desire and spiritual and emotional

delight, most deliciously in the evasion of

‘hips’ that produces ‘like the way you move

your lips.’ The singer’s playfulness takes on

a soberer colouring in the middle line,

where the ‘cool’ way she looks at him both

blends the erotic and the spiritual in a

‘cool’ (i.e., superb, yummy) object of

perception and pours cold water on his

delight with her ‘cool’ (i.e., chilly) return

of his gaze. The final line jujitsus her with-

held affections back at her by taking exqui-

site pleasure in it: ‘Everything about you is

bringing me misery.’ I’m not sure how this

line acquires its elation, although I suspect

it involves the verb, ‘bringing.’ A plausible

alternate like ‘Everything about you is

leaving me in misery’ is merely deflated

and downcast. ‘Bringing’ something to

him – her love, herself, anything – is the

favour she ‘coolly’ declines to deliver, yet

his wit construes it out of her anyway.

The fourth verse has always been my

favourite, mostly, I suppose, because its

opening gambit, ‘little red wagon, little red

bike,’ is so unabashedly silly. The singer

pays for his silliness in the middle line: we

don’t need to recall (from ‘You’re a big Girl

Now’) that ‘Time is a jet plane, it moves

too fast’ to recognize that the ‘strong and

slow’ loving he is savouring is a thing of

the past. But the wily singer once again

rifles a nasty two-strike slider his fate

throws him into the opposite-field

bleachers: ‘I’m taking you with me, honey

baby, when I go.’ Suddenly, we realize the

import of the ‘little red wagon’ and the

‘little red bike.’ They are emblems memory

carries forward. Though time has left

them behind in childhood, their lustre is

undimmed in memory. And the satisfac-

tions of memory, though not everything,

are immense and essential.

‘Life is sad, life is a bust.’ This is Dylan’s

version of the oldest saw in the books: ‘All

is vanity.’ The final verse begins thus with

a blunt flatness that suggests the singer

may be tiring of his fun and may have

begun to wonder if she is listening, or

would be if she were here in more than

imagination and memory. ‘All you can do

is do what you must,’ he sings, and all he

can (and must) do is sing his song to her.

And he sure is doing it ‘well,’ although he
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gallantly declines to say so. He yields to her

– as eventually he must – the right to

pronounce whether he’s getting through.

The monosyllabic ‘well,’ forced to cover all

by itself the trisyllabic cadence that

resolves the second line, is torn away from

its grammatical moorings, so that the

implied ‘and I do it well’ becomes ‘and I do

it – well, you tell me’:

You do what you must do and ya do it 

… well

I do it for you 

honey baby can’t you tell

The established relationship between

the second and third lines is turned upside

down: the singer concludes this last turn

of his song by relinquishing control, his

future hanging in the balance of her

answer. Nothing she can say can undo

what he already has of her, but his business

with her, unlike with the child’s toys,

remains unfinished. His memories,

however fine, are not enough. In that

sense, the song ends by acknowledging the

limits of song and pointedly relinquishing

its pleasures.

Notes

1. Mary Travers radio interview in March 1975

2. Bob Dylan: Behind the Shades Revisited (William Morrow, 2001), pp. 370-375

3. I’ve always heard his summary of the stories they’re ‘planting in the press’ as a sly parable (or perhaps a recur-

rent nightmare) about the public perception of Dylan’s meteoric rise to the top – by killing off a greying pop

and/or folk world and stealing its muse – and equally sudden disappearance (with all the money he’d made)

from the scene. I relegate this observation to a footnote because I don’t think that the song's persona is to be

identified as Bob Dylan and so don't think it’s strictly relevant.

4. Dylan changes ‘chestnut mare’ to ‘smoking tongue’ in the version of ‘Idiot Wind’ he sings on Hard Rain. For

a long time the revision struck me as merely gauche, perhaps because I heard the sense of loss it expressed as

too narrowly erotic. But I must have been listening to it with tin ears. For this image evokes a kind of unat-

tainability that is more in keeping with the rest of the song. The singer’s ‘Sweet Lady’ cannot be fully possessed

not because she is elusive or hidden from him but because she is guarded by a dragon – the dragon of her

simple, separate personhood that is also evoked, later in the song, in the ‘raging’ of her ‘glory’ and the ‘howling

beast on the borderline that separates you from me.’

5. Song of Myself, section 4.
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Reading Bjorn Waller’s recent article (‘Let Thy Wilbury Done’: Judas! 11)

caused me to dig out the two Wilbury albums and wallow in a bit of nostalgia.

When I first heard ‘Handle with Care’ on the radio in late 1988, I decided to buy

Vol 1. Unlike most normal people, I was initially completely unaware of the real

identities of the performers on the album. I thought they were just a new boy

band in town with a catchy single in the charts.

I was drawn to the vibrancy of the songs on the album. One croaky voice in

particular intrigued me. Soon after, I was the proud owner of Oh Mercy, Greatest

Hits and… Dylan And The Dead. Indeed, that much-maligned live album

convinced me that this ramshackle talent was worth checking out some more.

Little did I know what a strange and rewarding journey I was about to embark on!

Listening to the two albums again brought back warm memories of my first

year of listening to Dylan albums. And that croaky voice on Vol 1 still intrigues

me. ‘Tweeter and the Monkey Man’ remains my favourite Dylan studio vocal

performance of that dodgy decade.

On my return to the albums, I was pleasantly surprised to find a number of

echoes of earlier Dylan songs, and even hints of songs yet to be written. Having

nothing better to be doing with my life on this rainy night, I thought it would be

fun to investigate this a bit further.

In Someone Else’s

Clothes
Echoes of Dylan songs in 

The Traveling Wilburys

by Garth Paytradain
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When Dylan puts on a completely new

performing mask, waltzing around the

studio in someone else’s clothes for a bit

of a laugh, he still can’t shake off the

fingerprints of his earlier songs. (It’s not

entirely clear exactly which lines, if any,

Dylan wrote in which songs. However,

even lines that weren’t written by Dylan

show his influence.) The Wilbury project

gave Dylan a chance to fondly review his

back catalogue. If a DVD of the studio

sessions is ever released, it could be called

Do Look Back.

The lyrics are peppered with refer-

ences to many Dylan albums, from

masterpieces such as the soul-searching

Self Portrait and the era-defining Knocked

Out Loaded to oft-forgotten minor works

such as the flimsy whimsy of Highway 61

Revisited and the jaunty cosiness of Blood

On The Tracks.

‘Handle with Care’ heralded the

arrival of these new kids on the block.

Originally a Harrison song, it is one of his

best solo efforts. Dylan’s main contribu-

tions to the song were joining in the

chorus, presumably wailing away on the

harmonica (though the promo video

shows Orbison playing the harmonica),

adding some lyrics and lending his

garage.

Some of the song’s lyrics remind me of

his 1980s protest album, Empire Burlesque:

‘Put your body next to mine, and dream

on.’ That’s a potentially double-edged

‘dream on’, being part invitation, part

dismissal. The line also deliberately calls to

mind the speeches of Martin Luther King,

and the anti-segregation rallies of the Civil

Rights movement. It is reminiscent of

Dylan’s ability to shake new meaning out

of the most tired line, a feature of his early

1970s songwriting heyday.

‘Dirty World’ is a fun stab at writing a

raunchy song with (not very) dirty lyrics

for the boys in the gang. Hearing Dylan

singing about parking it where the sun

don’t shine is a hoot. The cod-macho

mood brings to mind ‘If You Gotta Go, Go

Now’, the Hard Rain version of ‘Lay Lady

Lay’ and the raw lust of ‘Winterlude’.

In ‘Just Like Tom Thumb’s Blues’, the

doctor wouldn’t tell Dylan what he’d got.

Many years later, the doctor has told Dylan

what he’s got and he’s now ‘afraid to

overeat’. The appearance of a doctor in the

middle of a love song recalls ‘Baby Stop

Crying’ and ‘Shot of Love’. Dylan seems to

like taking a literal approach to being love

sick.

The idea of lust being like an electric

shock occurs in the following vivid lines:

Every time he touches you, his hair

stands up on end,

His legs begin to quiver and his mind

begins to bend.

The same passion charged through the

admittedly inferior ‘Simple Twist of Fate’:

She looked at him and he felt a spark

Tingle to his bones.

This song also shows Dylan indulging his

fondness for double negatives:

There’s absolutely nothing that he don’t

love about you.

Such double negatives can be found in

many Dylan lines, including ‘I ain’t gonna

work on Maggie’s farm no more’ and ‘You

ain’t going nowhere.’ The most extreme
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example of this would later turn up in

’10,000 Men’:

None of them doing nothin’ that your

mama wouldn’t disapprove.

Dylan’s presence isn’t really felt on the rest

of side one of Vol 1. However, he reasserts

himself at the start of side two with

‘Congratulations’. This silly, but charming,

ballad brings to mind an earlier equally

silly, but equally charming, ballad: ‘You’re

a Big Girl Now’. Once again, a bird on the

horizon reminds the singer of his sorrow:

This morning I looked out my window

and found

A bluebird singing, but there was no

one around.

The singer is still swearing that he can

change, but now the emotions have a

much acuter ring of truth:

I would do things differently, but what’s

the use to pretend?

This is obviously a serenade to the grown-

up Miss Lonely. Dylan now has many

more years’ experience behind him and

his sublime powers of expression have

developed relentlessly over the years.

However, he can still cast an indulgent

smile back at the naive dabblings of his

younger days. He pretends that he is still

wondering how does it feel for Miss

Lonely to make a deal:

Congratulations, you got a good deal.

Congratulations, how good you must feel.

‘Heading for the Light’ is primarily a

Harrison song. The reference to ‘jokers

and fools on either side’ is probably a

homage to what is referred to in Reservoir

Dogs as that ‘Dylanesque pop bubblegum

favourite’, Stealers Wheel’s ‘Stuck In The

Middle With You’. The line also reminds us

of the joker in ‘All Along the Watchtower’,

a song Harrison performed with Dylan as

a stately duet during their calm, dignified

performance at the Rock and Roll Hall of

Fame, about two months before the

Wilbury sessions began.

It’s impossible to hear the line ‘all the

dreams are coming true as I think of you’

without thinking of Dylan’s ‘Had a Dream

About You, Baby’, his shockingly honest

tribute to the late Princess Grace.

When Harrison sings ‘My shoes are

burning out from walking down this same

highway’, he’s tramping in the footsteps of

Dylan’s ‘Walkin’ Down the Line’ and ‘The

Wicked Messenger’. Perhaps he’s walking

down that old ‘highway of diamonds’, the

jewel carriageway.

Dylan briefly turns up again to emote

the opening lines of ‘Margarita’, reliving

the fight between Stackalee and Billy

Lyons: ‘I lost my hat, got into a fight.’

Margarita was one of the many people

thanked in the liner notes for the searing

Knocked Out Loaded. The reference to

Pittsburgh is a neat nod back to ‘Lo and

Behold’, another song where a man’s

future (and perhaps a nation’s destiny)

revolved on the fate of a hat:

I come into Pittsburgh

At six-thirty flat.

I found myself a vacant seat

An’ I put down my hat.

‘What’s the matter, Molly, dear,

What’s the matter with your mound?’

‘What’s it to ya, Moby Dick?

This is chicken town!’
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As well as recalling the figure of Stackalee,

the song harks back to the Jazz Age, when

performers ‘went to the Big Apple, took a

bite’. It also name-checks Hank Williams’s

‘I Saw The Light’. Indeed, the song’s

opening lines manage to provide a

nuanced commentary on the entire

history of American song. That history an

epic narrative made of countless short

stories, a ‘long letter on short pieces of

paper’.

‘Tweeter and the Monkey Man’ finds

Robert Zimmerman as Bob Dylan playing

the role of Lucky Wilbury pretending to be

Bruce Springsteen. (Let me hear you all say

‘Brooooce!’) The song name-checks

several of the Boss’s songs, including

‘Stolen Car’, ‘Mansion On The Hill’, ‘Jersey

Girl’ (written by Tom Waits, but covered

by Springsteen), ‘Thunder Road’, ‘Lion’s

Den’, ‘State Trooper’ and ‘Factory’. Many

other nods to Springsteen’s songwriting

style also permeate the lyrics.

Of course, parody can be a dangerous

game. A few years earlier, Dylan had

warned that pretending to be Bruce

Springsteen could lead to trouble in mind:

So many of my brothers, they still want

to be the Boss.

However, in his ragtime waltz, ‘Are You

Ready?’, Dylan admitted that he had also

been guilty of this:

Have I surrendered to the will of God

Or am I still acting like the Boss?

The song brings to mind many Dylan

songs. The ‘Sometimes I think of Tweeter’

line recalls the end of ‘Lily, Rosemary, and

the Jack of Hearts’: ‘She was thinking

about her father…’ The narrative

suddenly switches to a television report of

the incident (‘the nightly news show that

the Monkey Man was on’), a device that

had already been used in ‘Black Diamond

Bay’ and would soon be used in the

Wilburyesque ‘TV Talkin’ Song’.

We are brought back to the

Manchester Free Trade Hall when the

undercover cop declares, ‘Every one of

you’s a liar!’ This was of course Dylan’s

response that notorious night in 1966 to

the heckler who’d branded him ‘Judas’

because of his new hair style.

The boy scout in Vietnam reference

shows that Tweeter was once the ‘Clean Cut

Kid’. There he learnt that ‘nobody gives a

damn’, a reference to Clark Gable in Gone

With The Wind. Gable had earlier turned

up in ‘Don’t Fall Apart on Me Tonight’.

The squealing tires had been heard in

‘Sweetheart Like You’. And the role of

Highway 61 in Dylan’s mythology is

reflected in the search for freedom down

Highway 99.

Over the years, Dylan has indulged in

some lame rhymes (‘New York/fork’,

‘unravelling/travelling’ and so on), and

this song knowingly offers up another one

that was previously used on that other

Springsteen parody, ‘Brownsville Girl’:

Jan said to the Monkey Man, ‘I’m not

fooled by Tweeter’s curl,

I knew him long before he even became

a Jersey girl.’

The undercover cop had always wanted to

see the Monkey Man ‘in the can’. Similar

hostility could be found in ‘Hurricane’,

Dylan’s loopy sequel to ‘Blowin’ in the

Wind’:
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We want to put his ass in stir,

We want to pin this triple murder on

him.

The chorus refers to walls coming down.

Walls are often in a precarious state in

Dylan songs. The call of the changing

times could ‘rattle your walls’. The

Biograph version of ‘Caribbean Wind’ had

the ‘tearing down of the wall’. The woman

in ‘The Groom’s Still Waiting at the Altar’

was ‘walking down the hallway while the

walls deteriorated’. In ‘Tough Mama’, the

prison walls were crumbling. Many times,

the destruction of walls has a spiritual

significance, as in the pub-rock anthem

‘When He Returns’:

The strongest wall 

Will crumble and fall

To a mighty God.

However, by 2001, the walls would be

damaged for more earthly pursuits:

Last night ‘cross the alley there was a

pounding on the walls.

It must have been Don Pasquale

makin' a two a.m. booty call.

Although Dylan doesn’t sing lead during

‘End of the Line’, the lyrics reveal that his

back catalogue is smoking down the track.

‘It’s Alright, Ma’ and ‘Blowin’ in the Wind’,

two of Dylan’s early stabs at gutbucket

rockabilly, both rustle in the opening

lines:

Well, it’s all right,

Riding around in the breeze.

And the austere magnificence of ‘You Ain’t

Going Nowhere’ is solemnly genuflected

to in the first verse:

Sit around and wonder what

tomorrow will bring,

Maybe a diamond ring.

That diamond ring (even if it is as big as a

shoe) could be a long time coming,

because tomorrow is a long time. It might

have to come from ‘the deepest ocean’ or

Black Diamond Bay (where it’ll cost a

grand). Perhaps the diamond will come

from Big Jim’s diamond mine. Maybe it’s

the one Miss Lonely had to pawn. Or

maybe it’s the one William Zanzinger once

wore.

Meanwhile, Dylan’s fondness for

musing about the apocalypse gets comic

twist:

Well, it’s all right,

Every day is Judgement Day.

Nearly a decade later, a similar idea would

appear in ‘Can’t Wait’, a ribald romp from

1997’s fruity Time Out Of Mind:

It’s mighty funny,

The end of time has just begun.

Petty declares that he don’t have to be

ashamed of the car he drives. Maybe this is

the ‘busted down Ford’ from the painted

desert. Maybe the line reminds Dylan of

the night his car ‘ain’t acting right’. Or

maybe he’s thinking about that Chevrolet

from ‘Union Sundown’.

When I first heard Vol 3, I was disap-

pointed. Having read all the song titles in a

magazine review, I’d formed my own idea

of what the songs would sound like, and I

was completely off the mark. The album

lacks the obvious sense of fun of Vol 1. The

deaths of Roy Orbison and Del Shannon

cast a shadow on the album.
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The references to the canon are still

there, though. The album gently opens

with the loving caress of ‘She’s My Baby’, a

song featuring a woman who might not be

able to cook and sew and make flowers

grow, but who can drive a truck, train and

aeroplane. Perhaps she’s one of the truck

drivers’ wives from ‘Tangled Up in Blue’.

A Street Legal song is name-checked in

‘Honey, honey, honey, ain’t no time to

think.’ The opposite sentiment had

recently turned up in the spiritual ‘Handy

Dandy’:

He says, ‘Oh darling, tell me the truth,

how much time I got left?’

She says, ‘You got all the time in the

world, honey.’

Everything’s ‘kinda yellow’ in ‘Inside Out’.

The Commander In Chief from

‘Tombstone Blues’ would probably argue

that everything’s kinda chicken. Or maybe

he wouldn’t. Or maybe he’d muse about

how ‘Blowin’ in the Wind’ has morphed

into an eco-protest song: ‘Something’s

funny in the air.’

‘If You Belonged to Me’ presents the

popular image of Dylan as the troubadour

armed with just an acoustic guitar, a

harmonica and the meaning of life. The

lyrics stem from the same radical strand of

post-feminist sexual politics that

produced ‘Is Your Love in Vain?’ and

‘Sweetheart Like You’:

You could feel like a baby again

Sitting on your daddy’s knee.

Oh, how happy you could be

If you belonged to me.

A similar promise had recently been made

in ‘Unbelievable’:

Every urge is so satisfied as long as

you’re with me.

The title obviously echoes ‘She Belongs

to Me’ and the much older song ‘You

Belong to Me’, which Dylan would later

cover on the soundtrack for Natural

Born Killers, a feel-good chick flick about

romantic entanglements between hair-

dressers and guilty undertakers. The

ruthless pimp might be Dupree from ‘Up

to Me’, though he sounds more like a

Tarantino character.

The song’s opening line could be a self-

referential joke on the whole identity-

changing Wilbury enterprise:

Waltzing around the room tonight in

someone else’s clothes.

Poor Queen Jane couldn’t smell the roses

because the flower ladies took them back.

However, this woman comes out of things

smelling like a rose. The singer thinks that

she is under the false illusion that’s she’s

‘so free’. He might like to yodel ‘Ballad in

Plain D’ to her:

Ah, my friends from the prison, they

ask unto me,

‘How good, how good does it feel to be

free?’

And I answer them most mysteriously,

‘Are birds free from the chains of the

skyway?’

As titles, ‘The Devil’s Been Busy’ and

‘Seven Deadly Sins’ have hints of Dylan’s

Slow Train Coming period, even if the

lyrics are, in the first case, about golf and

the environment, and, in the second case,

the break-up of relationships. The latter

song declares that there are ‘so many rules
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to bend’, an echo of ‘Everything Is Broken’:

‘people bending broken rules’.

‘Where Were You Last Night?’ is the

vastly superior sequel to ‘Where Are You

Tonight?’ It belatedly turns the tables on the

eloquent singer of ‘I’m Not There (1956)’:

Where were you last year?

You sure as hell weren’t here.

He wonders if the woman was ‘pacing the

floor’, as he once did when he sweetly

crooned ‘You Angel You’. Blood On The

Tracks can be heard in the following line:

Your name is going round from town to

town.

It reminds us of how reputations were

being discussed in the line-dancing

favourite, ‘If You See Her, Say Hello’:

I hear her name here and there as I go

from town to town.

In ‘Sweetheart Like You’, the singer ‘once

knew a woman who looked like’ his latest

infatuation. He now wonders if the same

thing has happened to the woman in this

song:

Were you with someone who reminded

you of me?

Maybe she was with one of the new

Dylans! The lyrics are far more sophisti-

cated than those that the new Dylans or

even the old Dylan could come up with, as

can be seen from the neat rhyme of ‘to

me… gloomy’.

‘New Blue Moon’ shows that the singers

are like Handy Dandy in that ‘something in

the moonlight still hounds’ them. The title

refers to the old standard, ‘Blue Moon’,

which Dylan rapped on Self Portrait.

‘Meet Me in the Morning’ explored

how even the beauties of nature can some-

times fail to soothe a busted heart:

They say the darkest hour

Is right before the dawn.

Honey, you wouldn’t know it by me.

Everything’s been darkness since you

been gone.

‘New Blue Moon’ offers a more subtly

poetic expression of the same idea:

So many times the sun came up,

But it came up without you,

You,

Ya,

Yoohoo.

The last song on the album finds Dylan

proving once again that he is a ‘song and

dance’ man. Unperturbed by the failure of

‘Wiggle Wiggle’ to shake the dance charts,

he now gleefully exhorts us all to do the

‘Wilbury Twist’.

He once promised to go under the

tambourine man’s ‘dancing spell’ and

encouraged Jokerman to ‘dance to the

nightingale’s tune’. He even had recently

recommended dancing ‘like a pail of milk’.

He now taps into the fickle pulse of the

zeitgeist and puts everyone’s spinal cords

at risk with the latest dance step: ‘Spin

your body like a screw.’

Of course, the song is also a profound

political statement, a bravura resurrec-

tion of the spirit of the 1960s, when

everyone in the world could be united

through love and song and dancing and

hair. The dream of a planet-wide

‘summer of love’ is recalled in the

following lines:
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China, Belgium, France, Japan,

Thailand, Poland, Pakistan,

Everybody's tryin’ to do the Wilbury

Twist.

In this, the song expresses similar senti-

ments to that earlier dance craze, ‘Let Me

Die in My Footsteps’:

Nevada, New Mexico, Arizona, Idaho,

Let every state in this union seep in

your souls.

And you'll die in your footsteps

Before you go down under the ground.

In the middle of all this rigourous political

analysis, the song also refers to Elmore

James’s chirpy ‘Dust My Broom’, a song

Dylan would later return to in ‘High

Water’. The song certainly lives up to its

claim that there ‘ain’t never been nothing

quite like this’!

‘Maxine’, another Harrison song, has

touches of Blood On The Tracks: ‘Time

plays tricks on your memory’. An

improved update of ‘If You See Her, Say

Hello’ is presented in the lyrics:

And if you should see her,

She may be old by then,

Tell her I miss her

And ask her when

She’s ever coming through here again.

The Sun classic ‘Lonely Weekends’ and

Dylan’s own ‘Silent Weekend’ spring to

mind in the following lines:

It seems a long weekend.

She said she’d be back here by Monday

But she never came through here

again.

The Wilbury records gave Robert

Zimmerman a chance to perform

without the burden of being ‘Bob Dylan’

and dealing with all the unreasonable

expectations that entails. Often, when

Dylan tries a new approach to his song-

writing, as he did on Empire Burlesque

and under the red sky, critics dismiss his

efforts as evidence of artistic decline and

an irreconcilable bust-up with his muse.

The Wilbury project allowed him to write

lyrics without people automatically

cruelly comparing them to ‘Desolation

Row’ or ‘Tangled Up in Blue’ or ‘One

More Night’.

He could cheerfully enter the latter

half of his career, writing about whatever

took his fancy. This defiance roars beneath

the heart-breaking poignancy of the

following beautiful lines:

It’s all right,

Even if you’re old and grey.

It’s all right.

You still got something to say.

However, in between the Wilbury

albums, Dylan would tellingly warn

about the dangers of overanalysing any

lyrics:

There’s always someone who under-

stands.

It don’t matter no more what you got

to say.

The experience certainly seemed to revi-

talise Dylan, even though he barely

mentions it in Chronicles: Volume One.

(Maybe he’ll devote a chapter to it in

Volume Three…) He sounds great on the

two albums, and he looks like he’s having

a ball in the promo videos (even though

there were some behind-the-scenes

ructions, according to the entry for late
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December, 1988 in Heylin’s A Life In Stolen

Moments). Oh Mercy and Interstate 88 and

his spelling-binding appearance in

Backtrack all showed that Dylan hadn’t

reached the end of the line yet. He seems

to have heeded the advice in ‘If You

Belonged to Me’:

You’re saying that you’re all washed up,

Got nothing else to give.

Seems like you never figured out

How long you had to live.

However, even when Zimmerman wears

his Lucky Wilbury mask or Boo Wilbury

mask (or his Brooooce Springsteen mask),

the imprint of the Bob Dylan mask can

still be seen. In nearly every Wilbury song,

something from the Bob Dylan jukebox

can be heard playing in the background.

Woodstock Books
Direct To Home 
Delivery Service

Woodstock Books are please to
announce a brand new service for US
subscribers, any item displaying the
“Direct To Home” logo will be
dispatched direct from our facility in
Tennessee giving you the customer a
speedier service and much reduced
shipping cost. 

So don’t delay, visit the website at
www.woodstockbooks.net today, we
have an ever increasing choice of
music titles.

Woodstock Books is a division of Woodstock Publications
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I started my folk music life during the

Second World War. It was a new world for

me, far from the popular music I could

only hear on the radio. I could meet and

listen to singers like Reverend Gary Davis,

Belafonte, Lead Belly, Josh White, Woody

Guthrie, Pete Seeger and many others at

square dances, hootenannies and larger

political rallies. I was at Lead Belly's last

concert in New York City in 1949; what a

concert at his funeral a few months later,

with all the blues, jazz and folk musicians

on stage at Town Hall. I never was the

same again. I was a waiter for fourteen

summers until I opened the Folklore

Center on Macdougal Street in 1957, on

the main street of Greenwich Village. It

became, instantly, a non-profitable

meeting-place, book-store, magazine-

store, concert-store, information-store

where everybody came to meet everybody

to talk, to trade songs, and that was all I

needed in life, to be a part of American

folk music.

And one day, Bob Dylan, as so many

others, walked into the store and I didn't

even notice him. Just another folksinger,

until one day he gave me some songs he

wrote and I flipped. Songs written in a

traditional style but taking up real

modern life problems. He made me

understand that folklore has always told

the truth and has always found new ways

to express itself. I insisted on doing an

interview with him in preparation for a

concert he did for me in 1961. Why didn't

I do an interview with Reverend Gary

Davis or Lead Belly? These people were

normal for me, what I expected from my

new interest in folk music. But Dylan was

different, although he is still a folksinger

in my book.

Dylan's stay in the Village was comet-

like. He left a mark on all of us, like Dave

Van Ronk and myself, who spent half our

lives there. His description of the Folklore

Center, and the same for Dave Van Ronk,

is priceless, and, more important, correct.

No matter what else Dylan has done his

starting point has always been folk music.

He never leaves folk music and he never

will.

Dylan spends little time criticizing

others. He'd rather give credit to others

who were part of the scene and remained

there. In conclusion, I can say that I lived

in the center of the folk music revival in

America and Bob Dylan made it real for

me forty years later. The book he prom-

ised to write, with a chapter on me, in July

1962 has finally come true!

Örjan Ramberg takes a distance from

the text, not trying to convince us of this

or that. He reads easily and clearly so that

listeners can come to their own conclu-

sions. And that is what actors are

supposed to do.

So now it's your turn!   Listen!

Izzy Young, Mariatorget

Notes for a recording of Bob Dylan’s Chronicles, in
Swedish,by rjan Ramberg.Written and recorded 

in English by Israel G.Young,20th June,2005
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Dear Judas!

Greetings and salutations from Paso Robles, California (resting place of James Dean and

a town Dylan appears to like). In your most recent issue you ask readers about their expe-

riences with Dylan circa 1975.

My older sister, who is now dead but was 7 years older than me, had always loved Dylan

and played him constantly in the 60’s when I was a little boy. I would sit entranced

outside her door listening to the music and those strange, strange words. ‘You see this

one-eyed midget, shouting the word’ now!’/and you say’ for what reason?’ and he says

how/and you say’ what does this mean?’ and he screams back’ yer a cow! gimme some

milk, or else go home!’. These and many other words and phrases became embedded in

my mind.

But it wasn’t until 1975 that I came to realize fully who this person was/is. It was at the

time of Desire’s release, and my sister had bought the record right away, she always did

and I now always do, too. She was living in a white-trash tenement in the poor part of a

coastal town called Ventura, an hour north of Los Angeles. She had me sit down in the

sunroom, her pot plants hanging down around my head, and gave me the album. As I

began to listen I also looked over the front, back and inside sleeves very carefully.

Being at the time barely 14, I was accustomed to Black Sabbath, Led Zeppelin, Aerosmith

and was a member of the KISS army (though I was soon to defect). I was a suburban long

haired white kid from the dreaded San Fernando Valley (in LA, if you were from the

valley back then, you simply weren’t cool). ‘Hurricane’ grabbed me by the mind and drew

in my ears, instead of screaming electric guitar leads, there were screaming violin leads.

EVERYTHING about the song was completely fresh and inspiring. Nothing remotely like

this had I ever heard before – and by the time ‘Isis’ was playing, I was transfixed

completely. Hypnotized if you will. I couldn’t move. I was glued to the hard wood,

slightly warped floor and my head was warping along with the ancient wood listening to

this man’s singing and the way he put across sentences.! Had a hard time making out

exactly WHAT he was saying at times,! thought in ‘Isis’ he was singing ‘I knew right away,
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he was not on an airray’ and I wondered what an ‘airray’ was and why he wasn’t on it. I

gazed at the man in profile smiling happily on the cover, and he indeed did look full of

desire. On the back cover I wondered about the Buddha, the Tarot. The various people –

who were they? why were they even there? they weren’t identified, and I was perplexed.

Then I read the paragraph that Dylan wrote on the back. ‘We celebrate in the historical

parking lot in sunburned California’. ‘Historical PARKING LOT’? What historical

parking lot? where, exactly?

Oh, but that wasn’t the point. The point was, I was hooked – line and sinker. Alternately

listening to the record and trying in vain to comprehend Alan Ginsberg’s inside liner

notes; my first exposure to the beat poets, actually – on the Desire album sleeve! I have

always since maintained – one can get a good education from simply listening to Bob

Dylan albums. This particular day was my entrée into the world of all things Bob, and

what would become a life-enhancing and completely fulfilling ongoing obsession and

compulsion that has never waned since that fateful day. No Dylan record could turn me

off of the man; not even Dylan and the Dead (ha-ha!) after a certain number of years,

and getting a couple bootlegs when I needed a fix and there wasn’t anything to buy that

I hadn’t already bought – I began to get into collecting Bob in earnest, and realized, as

everyone who travels this particular road does – that the ‘official’ canon is the mere tip

of an iceberg of titanic proportions. But I must digress back to 1975 now… 

What that album did to me, the overall effect, was one of opening up vistas that previ-

ously were unknown. It was a key to a door of knowledge, and I owe Dylan a great debt

of gratitude for that. I wasn’t able to see him in concert until June 1, 1978, as Rolling

Thunder never came close to Los Angeles, but in the interim I went back thru his cata-

logue, buying albums in no sequential order per se, (I didn’t get Blood on the Tracks for

a year; I knew so little about Dylan I wasn’t aware that it was such a great record) but I

ended up with most everything.! Also began to study Buddhism, experimented with the

Tarot and began to buy books by Ginsberg, Corso, Ferlinghetti, Kerouac, and then Arthur

Rimbaud and E.E. Cummings. I got an education I could never have received through

the so-called ‘unified school system’ we have here, where they make you study things that

will never have any relevance to your life. I think Desire gets a bum rap oftentimes, over-

looked by the ‘come back’ of Blood on the Tracks. To me, it was and is a revelation, an

enduring work of great art that will last for centuries to come.

Dave Whiting-Smith

USA

Many thanks for getting in touch. I was actually thinking about live experiences of the

Rolling Thunder Revue but since that has not taken off, I dearly hope your engaging letter

will lead to many others sharing their memories of Desire. That way the fine album can get

a proper ‘30 years later’ spotlight on it.
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I do not, however, think that Desire is always under-rated by Dylan fans, although I agree

it never seems to be discussed as much as it merits. In most polls of ‘favourite albums’ that I

have read over the years it scores very highly. Where it is criminally over-looked due to its

proximity to Blood On The Tracks is when after some album or another (Infidels, Oh

Mercy, Time Out Of Mind in particular) is released and people rush to declare it ‘the best

since Blood On The Tracks’

They never seem to stop and think of what came immediately after that landmark album,

Desire one of Dylan’s most musical and exciting releases which I, for one, would prefer to

those three just mentioned – though, of course, I am delighted to have them all.

I found the image of you listening outside your sister’s door most engaging and I am sorry

that you have lost your sister since then but warmed to think that she gave the gift of Dylan.

PS You saw Dylan for the first time the month before I did. I would be willing to bet that

1978 was the year that most readers of this magazine first attended a Dylan concert –

certainly no-one seems willing to share any memories of the Rolling Thunder Revue!

Dear Judas!

Congratulations on an excellent and not at all unlucky issue 13; in three years of Judas!

the standard has never wavered, with the last couple of issues being especially strong.

Michael A. Coffino’s Genre, Narrative And Judgement was absorbing and a credit to

those who worked hard to ensure its inclusion. I also enjoyed Padraig Hanratty’s ‘Forty

Miles of Bad Road’, though not wishing to be pedantic, Padraig, feel I must mention this

– when you quote Dylan on his Oscar for ‘Things Have Changed’ as saying ‘and if I hadn’t

won (ironic roll of the eyes now) part of me would have just been devastated!’ This does

put a slightly different slant on things, I feel, and a totally trivial note – if Mr. Jinx and

Miss Lucy are indeed Dylan’s cats (note 26) they would have made a very big mistake by

jumping in the lake, because cats, as I’m sure you know, hate water – apart from the

Turkish Van Breed which apparently enjoys swimming.

I wasn’t sure about the Claude-Angéle Boni interview, though, it did have its moments

but also some seriously flaky patches, leaving me with the slightly queasy feeling that I’d

consumed something a little too rich, and wondering if anything was lost in translation

(no criticism of Antonio Iriarte’s revision implied).

Nick Hawthorne is one of my favourite Dylan writers and his Chronicles piece ‘A Journey

Through The Past’ was the best I’ve read.

Among many pertinent points was ‘…the book can be read and re-read and re-read

without any problem, and with fresh lines and stories or moments rising to the surface.’

He adds ‘the pleasures of reading the book will be endless’ and in identifying this, nails

one of Dylan’s greatest strengths – the ability to create endless possibilities.
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I can still find fresh things in songs first heard forty years ago; yes, unlike you, Andrew, I

can remember 1965 and, to be honest, quite a bit before as well.

God, it was good! Bringing It All Back Home and Highway 61 Revisited both in the same

year; hearing, and not quite believing, ‘Subterranean Homesick Blues’, ‘Gates of Eden’,

‘Like A Rolling Stone’ and ‘Desolation Row’ for the first time, and not having a clue that

Blonde on Blonde was just around the corner. An unforgettable time and for me the most

riveting in Dylan’s career. Anyway, mustn’t ramble on, don’t want to get a reputation.

Sheila Clarke

England

Thanks yet again, Sheila – I hope you are not going to give Nick Hawthorne a swollen ego

though, he’s hard enough to cope with as it is! Also, apologies for mis-reading your hand-

writing in the last letter we printed.

As for cats and water, well… it’s a commonly held belief but the Scottish Wild Cat swims and

the Bombay Cats actually go fishing in the local waters but, OK, I’ll let that pass as a general

comment, notwithstanding those even-more-graceful-than-Bob creatures’ endlessly fasci-

nating adaptability!

Reputations be damned, rambling is important (not that this is what you were doing), what

is it, our man sings? Oh yes: ‘You Wanna Ramble’.

Judas! issue 13 or the beauty in Bob’s voice

Dear Andrew!

If my memory serves me right an English expression goes like this: Truth is in the eye

of the beholder, and I guess you could say, beauty is in the ear of the hearer, in this

case the beauty in Bob’s voice. In nearly every issue of Judas! some writer has to tell

us how much Dylan’s voice has deteriorated. The last one is Nick Hawthorne on page

64: ‘the current terrible state of Dylan’s singing voice’. I’m sorry, Nick, this is not what

I’m hearing. I haven’t heard all the spring shows, but take Seattle on the 7th of March,

listen to the slow, majestic version of ‘Mr. Tambourine Man’. To me that is beautiful

singing (the harmonica solo is great too!), and if you can’t hear that, too bad! Of

course I too can hear that Bob’s voice has deteriorated, it’s just that I still find it beau-

tiful. Everything in life changes, grows and eventually deteriorates. In the case of Bob

Dylan I feel blessed that the man is still performing, still making great music.

Concentrate on that instead of moaning about the fact that he doesn’t sing like he

used to.

Cheers,

Ole Bernt Lysne

Norway
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Hello there and thanks for writing, it is great to hear from so many people for the first time.

Sorry you have been continually reading at least one person bemoaning a deterioration in

Dylan’s voice – but. Hey. You just became the person in this issue! You get to the nub of the

matter, however, and I am very grateful as it seems to me this issue is being debated

(strongly!) in lots of e-mail and chat room exchanges. So much so amongst my regular corre-

spondents that I tried to get them to debate it in a forum style in this issue. They were too

busy carousing in Europe and falling down mountainsides to achieve this, alas but maybe

next time more people can write in and say what they think about this.

Some things appear clear to me when following the debate:

1) If someone says Bob’s voice is worse than it used to be they are more likely to be assumed

to be correct than someone arguing against this

2) If people say they don’t like his current voice they are often thought of as having grown

too old and fuddy duddy to like Dylan anymore and are to be either ignored or scorned trai-

tors. None of this is very helpful, especially as the people I talk to who dislike the current voice

still listen to Dylan all the time, just earlier Dylan. What is helpful is your statement: I too

can hear that Bob’s voice has deteriorated, it’s just that I still find it beautiful. This is a good

starting point, especially as those who believe it can – and do – point out that often before

people have dismissed a ‘new’ Dylan voice only to revise that opinion later. Paul Williams

has made the point strongly and eloquently that we are so enthralled by a previous Dylan

style that we reject the new even though it is essential for Dylan’s performing artistry to keep

changing. The question is, is that what has been happening recently or is it a real and

irrecoverable deterioration? 

(To digress for a moment, another might be: How much is it an accurate and objective

comment on Dylan’s art and how much is it a purely subjective response from people who

have followed him for so long they are exhausted! I added that as it seems from my own expe-

rience that the younger Dylan fans are much happier than those of more advanced years.)

Jonathon Shimkin, as you will see in the next issue, is allowing us to reprint some of his

splendid postings to Dylanpool. He wrote about this issue (I am hoping to get him to write

more fully on this for the next Judas!) in April: 

‘Even the most dire vocals from the early 90’s – say, summer ‘91 – gain by being placed in

the context of the whole arc of the NET – gain in interest and in tolerability. One knows great

things are to follow – the next year, the next leg – and relaxes a bit in that knowledge; one

can afford to be generous. A decade from now, perhaps we’ll look back on the last couple of

years with the same generosity. But it’s the decreasing likelihood of such an outcome, of

another turnaround to match the arc of ascent from ‘92 (by my estimate) onwards, that casts

the pall of gloominess over some of the current assessments. Will there be some kind of

retroactive alchemy and redemption? If not, how does one come to terms with the inevitable

decline of powers? indulgently? with anger? or denial? So many have invested so much in Bob
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– their time, money, love and interest – that now it wouldn’t be surprising if he becomes the

site on which we wrestle with our own very personal responses to issues of aging, loss of

powers, and mortality.’

Dear Andrew

Many thanks for sending the Judas! magazine#13.

I like this magazine. It reminds me of the Telegraph magazine. I appreciated especially the

articles by Michael, Nick and Padraig but it’s not easy to me to express myself in your

language. Many thanks for having chosen this interview as an experimentation of ‘some-

thing new’. I hope you will not lose some of your subscribers! Best wishes for a long life

to your magazine

Angela Boni

France

It is we who should be thanking you! May I also take this opportunity to remind readers that

the original interview in French is available on the website, ‘Another Side Of Bob Dylan’

http://groups.yahoo.com/group/another_side_of_bob_dylan
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To me, music either expresses ideas of liberty, or it’s made under the oppression of

dictatorship. The only stuff I’ve heard that has that freedom is traditional Anglo-

American music. That’s all I know. That’s all I’ve ever known. I was fortunate to

come up at a time when the last of it existed. It doesn’t exist anymore.

Bob Dylan, talking to Edna Gundersen, USA Today, August 2001.

The folk songs showed me the way

They showed me that songs can say somethin’ human

Without ‘Barbara Allen’ there’d be no ‘Girl From the North Country’

from For Dave Glover, Newport Folk Festival Program, 1963

This article is based on a talk I gave at the University of Strathclyde in

September 2004, entitled ‘Bob Dylan and Traditional Scottish Music.’

This subject seemed particularly apt in a year which had seen Dylan mention

the Scottish musical background to the music of ‘The Times They Are A-Changin’,

play the Scottish Exhibition Centre followed by a barn-storming night at Glasgow

Barrowlands, and accept an honorary degree of Doctorate of Music at the

University of St Andrews. The laureation by Neil Corcoran at that never-to-be-

forgotten event ended with the insightful comment that:

It seems appropriate that his second such degree should come from Scotland’s

oldest university, since Scottish border ballads and folk songs have been the inspira-

tion for some of his melodies, and his great song ‘Highlands’ is an elaborate riff, or

descant, on Robert Burns.

Songs from, but not out of, History

Bob Dylan and Traditional 

Scottish Music
Part One

by Andrew Muir
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My aim then was to present an

overview of the place of traditional

Scottish music in the work of Bob Dylan

from the beginning of his career some

forty-four years ago up to the present day.

This article presents a further stage in

achieving the same aim; inevitably, I have

listened to and read much of relevance

since that talk, not least in the latter cate-

gory being the first volume of Dylan’s

memoirs, Chronicles. As this article is part

of a larger project – not confined to Dylan

alone – it will continue to grow over the

next year or so, therefore any constructive

feedback will be gratefully received.

For now the topics under discussion are:

examples of Dylan singing ancient Scottish

songs and their importance at crucial junc-

tures of his performing career, Dylan writing

new lyrics to be sung to old Scottish

melodies, specific utilisation of lyrics and

melodies from old ballads in his own

writing, and the general influence of

balladry on his song-writing. The reader will

also be directed toward the exemplar of ‘The

House Carpenter’ as detailed in Clinton

Heylin’s book Dylan’s Daemon Lover.

After this, the article will examine the

relationship between the work of Scotland’s

national bard, Robert Burns, and that of

Bob Dylan; leading finally to a conclusion

that will put all of the above into the overall

context of Dylan’s artistic career.

It is worth noting, at the outset, that

historical accuracy is as slippery a

customer in the history of Scottish ballad

and folk music, as it is in the life of Bob

Dylan. Both are riddled with myths,

commonly held beliefs that fly in the face

of historical fact, and downright falsifica-

tions. To briefly indicate the depths of

these commonly held delusions about

Scottish music, a general and a particular

example hopefully will suffice for now.

First of all, much that is thought of –

indeed was written to foster this belief – as

traditional songs from the Scottish

Highlands, springing from a rich oral folk

source, was in fact written many years later

by educated writers – especially those

literary giants, Robert Burns and James

Hogg. Burns, a Presbyterian and Mason,

may have once claimed that ‘the Scottish

Muses were all Jacobites’, yet he knew very

well they were not, or at least their work

had not survived, as he was one of those

primarily responsible for writing the songs

that were acclaimed as from that source.

While Hogg, without quite admitting to

the fakery behind such volumes as his

own, hugely influential and specifically

commissioned, The Jacobite Relics of

Scotland, more revealingly wrote that:

It has always been admitted that our

Jacobite songs and tunes are the best

that the country ever produced. The

apophthegm is so well established in

popular opinion, that it is never contro-

verted, and has become in a manner

proverbial.

This was all part of the deliberate re-

writing of a nation’s history and culture for

particular political and social reasons. It

was, at the time, a European-wide phenom-

enon, though it had particular applications

in different countries. Given Scotland’s
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peculiar national status (both Scottish and

British) post the 1707 Act Of Union and

the involvement of writers of the standing

of Hogg, Burns and, later, Sir Walter Scott,

it was an extraordinarily powerful develop-

ment in Scottish art and society.

The reasons for this backward re-

creation of Scottish folk song are too

complex to cover here; readers wishing

to pursue the matter further are recom-

mended to examine William

Donaldson’s The Jacobite Song: political

myth and national identity1 as a starting

point. Briefly put, the stark reality was

that the brutal ethnic cleansing of the

Highland people to make way for the

profits to be made from sheep farming

resulted in the total destruction of that

society and its heritage; very few people

survived and even fewer songs. This is

without even mentioning that the tradi-

tional Highland songs would have been

in Gaelic rather than English. There was,

however, a sentimental streak of the

Romantic tradition that longed for rich

historical legends to be true, and so you

end up with the curious situation of the

most famous song supposedly from the

time of Bonnie Prince Charlie, The Skye

Boat Song:

Speed bonny boat like a bird on the 

wing

“Onward” the sailors cry;

Carry the lad that’s born to be king

O’er the sea to Skye

actually being written many years later by a

Victorian Englishman, Harold Boulton. He

slipped it into a collection of supposedly

old Scottish songs that he was co-editing

at the time 2. Most of those in his collec-

tion are famous and all are generally

considered to be traditionally Scottish; yet

others are as bogus, historically speaking,

as this example.3 Whether one wants to

argue that their subsequent enthusiastic

embrace by the folk tradition and the

general assumption that they are authenti-

cally Scottish makes them so is another

argument, for another time and place.

This article may, tangentially at least,

set some of these myths ‘straight’, but its

main purpose is to describe the fruitful

coming together of the Scottish folk music

tradition with the mercurial lyrical and

musical genius of Bob Dylan.

Even definitions of our main terms of

reference are not without controversy. The

phrase ‘traditional music’ in my talk’s title

was an attempt to side-step any initial

confusion over the terms ‘ballads’ and ‘folk

music’, which are often used interchange-

ably. This is true of Dylan himself as well as

music commentators, as you will notice

from some of the quotes below. This is

because the term ‘ballads’ is commonly

used to refer to a subset (albeit a crucial and

wide ranging subset) of all of folk music.

How close the definitions are can be

seen from their entries into that most

wonderful of reference books, The New

Oxford Dictionary of English:

Folk Music: Music that originates in

traditional popular culture or that is written

in such a style. Folk music is typically of

unknown authorship, having been passed

on orally from one generation to the next as

part of the folk culture.
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Ballad: A poem or song narrating a

story in short stanzas. Traditional ballads

are typically of unknown authorship, having

been passed on orally from one generation to

the next as part of the folk culture.

However, in general use the meanings

are less definitive, if no less interchange-

able. For example, the same dictionary

tells us that the implication of narrative

was a later shading to the original

meaning of ‘ballad’, which originally

simply derived from the Provençal

‘balada,’ meaning ‘light dance song’. This is

where the other, looser – and confusing

for our purposes in describing the work of

a popular singer – definition arises: A slow

sentimental or romantic song.

In addition, many short popular songs

are derived from lengthy ballads. Would

anyone seriously deny the appellation of

ballad to Dylan’s rendition of ‘Love Henry’

on World Gone Wrong, on the grounds that

it was only a few verses long, whereas the

ancient Scottish ballad, ‘Young Hunting’ it

derives from ran to many verses? 4

As the opening words of the above

ballad definition make clear, it also should

not be forgotten that ballad is frequently

used to cover certain forms of narrative

poetry. The ‘balada’ song form was

mirrored in French poetry by the rigor-

ously defined poetic form, the ‘ballade’.

This story-telling twenty-eight line format

ended with a four line précis, somewhat

akin to the Victorian habit of tagging on a

moralising summary to the end of ancient

songs such as ‘The Daemon Lover’. The

‘ballade’ form was famously exploited by

François Villon, whose connections with

Dylan both directly and via the French

poets he so influenced has been well docu-

mented. As have those of many British

Romantic Poets; one cannot ignore, here,

Wordsworth and Coleridge’s seminal

Lyrical Ballads and the work of Byron,

two cases with both universal and specific-

to-Dylan influence. Then there is both the

musical and poetic work of Robert Burns,

who affected Wordsworth, amongst so

many others, so profoundly and whose

links to Dylan we will explore in part two

of this article.

Nonetheless, we do, in general,

acknowledge that a ballad is often an

ancient, narrative tale sharing many char-

acteristics such as – mystery, death, trans-

formation etc. For the purposes of this

article, the word ‘ballad’ is used to describe

these especially in regard to those collected

by Francis Child, though without neces-

sarily straitjacketing the term into an

overly strict definition.5

Even ‘Scottish’ is a problematic term in

reference to this article. As you can see

from the quote that heads this article,

Dylan refers to ‘Anglo-American music’

when undoubtedly referring to songs

transported to America from Scotland and

Ireland as well as England, while other

writers often refer to ‘Anglo-Irish music’,

British Isles folk music, ballads from

Britain and so forth. Yet the geographical

boundaries implied are never observed,

the terms are usually a guide with no

pretence of precision, as there is no point

in aiming for such exactitude nor any like-

lihood of achieving it. As far as Britain 6
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itself is concerned, the term ‘border

ballads’ usefully avoids any need to decide,

even if one could, whether the songs and

questions originated in either Scotland or

England, whilst at the same time it points

to a specific and very rich Scots ballad

tradition set in that historically volatile

area. The story of the border people is,

not coincidentally, as dramatic and tragic

as that of their ballads, and Neil

Corcoran’s view that ‘Scottish border

ballads and folk songs have been the

inspiration’ is incontestable.

The border ballads are amongst the

most influential on Dylan’s work. By their

very definition, the border ballads

straddle Scotland and its southern neigh-

bour. Over and above anything else, the

border itself has been unstable over time,

therefore we find the town of Berwick

currently being classified as English, but

its football team playing in the Scottish

leagues, while Berwick itself was ‘at war’

for many years after the rest of Britain

had declared a peace treaty with Russia as

its fluctuating state of nationality

conspired to leave it out of the official

peace treaties that were signed. For the

purposes of this article, the term border

ballad refers to the traditional music of

the Scottish borders.

The fluidity of these definitions is an

indication of the difficulty of pinning

down the exact origin of ballads. This is a

notoriously tricky exercise, often one

undertaken in the knowledge that it is

palpably a futile chase; the intermingling

of Scottish, English and Irish songs has

gone on throughout history. I am

restricting myself, as much as possible, to

songs which are generally assumed to be

Scottish in origin and/or those with

specific Scottish connections and a lengthy

history of having been played by its folk

musicians. We shall begin by examining

some of those songs that Dylan has

covered at crucial times of his career; they

have been there since he started.

���

In 1991, Sony Columbia issued a three-

CD set of many tracks of Bob Dylan

material. This treasure trove of suddenly

officially available performances that had

previously only been obtainable via the

bootleg market, or in many cases not at all

was a great boon. Remarkable in breadth

and quality though the set was, it still

represented only the ‘tip of the iceberg’, as

the cliché has it, in relation to the astonish-

ingly rich reservoir of unreleased Dylan

tracks circulating amongst collectors.

Never one to miss a challenge (or

marketing opportunity if you wish to be

more cynical about it), the bootleggers

responded with three sets of three discs of

some of the best of these that were over-

looked in the official release, entitled The

Genuine Bootleg Series. The second of

these trilogies leads off, very appropriately

for the purposes of this article, with one of

the earliest recordings of Dylan outside

those we have of his bedroom playing with

John Bucklen in 1958. This May 1960

performance at a friend’s apartment was a

cover of the ancient Scottish song, ‘The

Twa Sisters’.

45
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Bob Dylan’s official releases also began

with the old Scottish heritage present. His

eponymously titled debut album reflected

the milieu he was immersed in at that

time. The album had only two songs with

lyrics by Dylan, the rest consisting of a

collection of folk and blues standards.

Scottish traditional music was well repre-

sented, not least in ‘Pretty Peggy-O’.

The exact origins of this song are

unknown7, but it is usually thought of as

Scottish in origin and, however it began, it

has for centuries been accepted as such

and has long featured as a core part of the

Scottish tradition. I originally hailed from

the ancient Scottish Kingdom of Fife, so I

first heard the song in a version entitled

‘Bonnie Lass of Fife-i-o’. This was merely a

local play on the words of a long estab-

lished Scottish standard, as I discovered

later, called ‘Bonnie Lass of Fyvie-O’. Fyvie

being the name of a small town in

Aberdeenshire, further north on the same

east Scottish coast as Fife.

Whether this is the town the Irish

Dragoons mentioned in the song were

‘marching thru’ cannot be said for certain,

but after a journey of hundreds of years

and thousands of miles, the song, ‘Bonnie

Lass of Fyvie’, turned up on Bob Dylan’s

debut album in a version well known in

America, called ‘Pretty Peggy-O’.

Bonnie Lass of Fyvie

There once was a troop of Irish

dragoons

Come marching down thru Fyvie, O.

And the captain fell in love with a very

bonnie lass 

And the name she was called was

Pretty Peggy-o.

What would your mother think if she 

heard the guineas clink 

And saw the haut-boys marching all 

before you O? 

O little would she think gin she heard 

the guineas clink,

If I followed a soldier laddie-o.

Pretty Peggy-O

As we rode out to Fennario, as we rode

on to Fennario

Our captain fell in love with a lady

like a dove

And called her by a name, pretty 

Peggy-O.

What would your mama think pretty 

Peggy-O,

What would your mama think pretty

Peggy-O,

What would your mama think if she

heard my guineas clink

Saw me marching at the head of my

soldiers-O

The version Dylan sings was widely

played on the folk revival circuit at the

time. Joan Baez naturally was a leading

light amongst those who sang it. However,

Dylan’s take is somewhat more rambunc-

tious than the standard renditions of the

time; engagingly playing around with a

song treated as ‘sacrosanct’ by everyone

else. Martin Carthy, who certainly should

know, heard Dylan’s performance of the

song as a full out lampooning of the strict

folk interpretations of the time, especially
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in the way Dylan fooled around with the

hierarchical military terms usually

featured in the song.

He used to improvise ‘Pretty Peggy-O.’ I

heard him do it three or four times, and

eventually he added another verse.

Basically, he was going through all the

ranks in the army. ‘The captain he is

gone, he’s long gone / He’s riding down to

Texas with the rodeo.’ His last verse,

which is not on the record, went: ‘The

sergeant – or whatever it was – he is gone,

he’s long gone / He’s fighting with the wild

man down in Borneo.’ He sang that

because he was in the studio, and one guy

kept saying to him – ‘If you’re a folk

singer, sing a folk song.’ ‘I’m a folk singer’

he said ‘Of course I’m a folk singer.’ ‘Cos

he was always taking the piss about being

a folk singer. So, the man said: ‘Why don’t

you sing a folk song?’ ‘What do you call a

folk song?’ Bob asked and the man said

‘Pretty Peggy-0’. ‘Of course I know “Pretty

Peggy-O”,’ he said, and he went and

sang: ‘The sergeant he is gone, he’s long

gone / He’s fighting with the wild man

down in Borneo.’ He used to crease the

audience up when he sang it. He’s a very

funny man, wicked.8

Dylan’s irreverent send-up here

though is but an early sign of his attitude

towards the phoney purism of those self-

appointed guardians of the folk tradition,

rather than the tradition itself.

As he wryly comments in one of his

own two songs on the same debut album: 9

I walked down there and ended up

In one of them coffee-houses on the

block.

Got on the stage to sing and play,

Man there said, ‘Come back some

other day,

You sound like a hillbilly;

We want folk singers here.’

A journey that will be repeated

throughout this article is one of Dylan

reclaiming the standard folk songs he sang

at the outset of his career with a beauty

and power in later years. This is not to say

that Dylan was ever unaware of the true

power of these ancient Scottish songs, as

numerous quotations, and even more

importantly, performances, discussed

below prove. In addition, many of his

earliest renditions of them were similarly

charged with transcendent power.

His Gaslight Tapes version of ‘Barbara

Allen’ is, on its own, eloquent testimony to

this. This was recorded at The Gaslight

Café in New York’s MacDougal Street in

October 1962, and indications are that this

set, long legendary amongst collectors, is

being prepared for a possible official

release in the not too distant future. That

would certainly not be before time,

everyone should have access to the spine-

tingling beauty of Dylan singing this jewel

from the gemstone-laden crown of tradi-

tional Scottish music.10

A lifetime’s work has followed,

studded with impassioned performances

of these old ballads, and the work of the

greatest lyricist of his age is built upon

their foundations. To fully develop as an

artist, though, he had to both embrace the

tradition and reject the snobbish, life-

destroying pedantry of the folk music
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establishment of the time. This he was to

do in spectacular style a few years later.

Back in the decade’s opening years,

however, he was still playing many an old

ballad from the British Isles and imbuing

them with his unique communicative

vocal gifts. The amount of academic

research into the linguistic, social, histor-

ical and musical journeys of these songs

and their inherent significance is vast.

Handily for Dylan aficionados, Clinton

Heylin’s Dylan’s Daemon Lover tells the

story of yet another Scottish ballad

(known in America, by this time, as ‘The

House Carpenter’) covered by Dylan. I

write, ‘handily’, because, as well as being a

fine detective story in its own right in

regard to which versions reached Dylan’s

ears, the book also quotes from seminal

ballad studies and, in tracing the journey

of this particular Child Ballad, tells us the

story of how all the ballads moved

throughout history and across the ocean.

The tale is a fascinating one. The

Elizabethan ballads Dylan talks about in

part two of this article survived in US

communities such as those in the

Appalachian Mountains, as indeed did a

mini-time-capsule of the English language

itself. I remember studying a particularly

difficult passage of Shakespeare in univer-

sity, when the key to the pun that

Shakespeare was making was in a word

that had long fallen out of use in Britain. It

was, however, to be found in the

Appalachian Mountains in exactly the

meaning (or, rather, one of the meanings)

that Shakespeare was punning on.

There are many other examples of

Dylan covering old Scottish folk song

ballads throughout his career. One that we

cannot continue without discussing

further, a stand-out both in his early years

and later performances, is ‘Barbara Allen’.

Dylan has often name-checked this song –

in interviews, liner notes and Tarantula –

but its importance to him was clear

anyway to anyone who heard the afore-

mentioned transfixing version recorded in

New York in October 1962. This much

loved  performance took place in the

Scottish sounding MacDougal Street.

This one performance forms the core

of a chapter on ‘Barbara Allen’s’ history

in American music in a recently released

collection of writings on seminal ballads

in American popular culture, The Rose &

The Briar (its title is taken from the

ballad’s poignant ending). In it Dave

Marsh traces ‘Barbara Allen’’s American

journey with Jean Ritchie11 playing a

prominent role as she does in many of

the songs discussed below (her version,

entitled ‘Barbary Allen’, starts the CD

that accompanied the Stateside editions

of the book). Mr. Marsh insightfully

remarks that:

A musical magpie, Dylan undoubtedly

knew what both Baez and Ritchie had

recently done with ‘Barbara Allen.’ He

took his guitar figure, an endless cycle of

strumming, from Baez, but he took his

aim squarely from Ritchie, reaching

down into her stockpile of implications

and dredging them up, bit by bit. He

aimed less for a story than for an

atmosphere, and the atmosphere,
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judging from the Gaslight show, mostly

spoke of death. The most clearly articu-

lated couplet he delivers is, “Cryin’ put

him down and leave him there/So I

might gaze upon him.”

His guitar-playing stumbles, his pitch

wavers – these are not surprises.

What’s amazing is that he starts at

the place Ritchie leaves us – a place

where the improbabilities of Barbara

Allen’s story represent a grave lesson

of mortal peril… Dylan wanted to

update the fatalistic world that

people like Jean Ritchie and Dolly

Parton inhabited; he wanted to find a

way to show modern people how their

world connected to that one. In this

sense, his ‘Barbara Allen’ is truly his

beginning.

We will return later to ‘Barbara Allen’,

and to many other Scottish songs that

Dylan has covered, but I would like to

move on now to write about some of the

occasions where he borrows an old

Scottish melody and writes his own lyrics

to accompany them.

���

Todd Harvey 1 2 tells us that Neil

Morris was recorded by Alan Lomax

singing ‘The Lass of Roch Royale’ in

Arkansas in 1959, and that Morris intro-

duced the song: ‘my people brought this

song from Scotland, I learnt it from my

grandmother’. It is not likely that Dylan

heard that particular rendition, but he

was playing in the same kind of folk club

circles that were springing up all over the

USA, and would have heard many a live

performance of the ballad in one variant

or another.

It is impossible now to know exactly

who heard whom before creating their

own take on such songs. On the other

hand we can say with certainty that Dylan

would have heard Jean Ritchie singing a

derivative of it as well as a whole host of

others, be they later generation Americans

from Scots heritage like Ms Ritchie, or

directly from the auld country via the likes

of Jean Redpath, a Scots singer he once

shared gigs, travelling and accommoda-

tion with. That would most likely have

been ‘The Lass Of Roch Royale’, whereas

Jean Ritchie more commonly sang ‘The

Storms Are On The Ocean’.

That is how it appears on her 1963 live

concert album: she was accompanied that

night by another influence on Dylan, Doc

Watson, and the set list was heavily filled

with songs that Dylan himself had covered

(including ‘House Carpenter’).

It is also unquestionably true that

Dylan would know of the song also

through its even more popular off-shoot

‘Who’s Gonna Shoe Your Pretty Little

Feet?’, not least through two of his musical

mentors, Woody Guthrie and Cisco

Huston, who duetted on a 1944 version.

What Dylan does in this off-the-cuff

re-write is very instructive in terms of his

own developing song-writing, as he turns

the ancient ballad’s melody plus question

and answer structure into a topical protest

song against persecution of inter-racial

love.

49
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Lass of Roch Royale (Lord Gregory)

“Oh wha will lace my shoes sae sma’

And wha will glove my hand

And wha will lace my middle sae jimp

Wi’ my new-made linen band?

“Wha will kaim my yellow hair

Wi’ my new siller kaim

And wha will faither my young son

Till Lord Gregory come hame?

Storms Are On The Ocean

O, who will shoe your pretty little feet

Who will glove your hand

And who will kiss your red rosy cheeks

When I’m in a far off land 

The storms are on the ocean

The heavens may cease to be

This world would lose its motion, love

If I prove false to thee 

Who’s Gonna Shoe Your Pretty Little Feet 

Where did you get those pretty red

shoes

Dresses you wear so fine 

Got my shoes from a railroad man 

Woooooo hoooooo hoo 

Who’s gonna kiss your red rosy cheeks 

Who’s gonna glove your little hand 

Who’s gonna shoe your pretty little feet 

Woooooo hoooooo hoo 

Kingsport Town

A winter wind is a-blowin’ strong, my

hands have got no gloves.

I wish to my soul that I could see the 

girl I’m a-thinking of.

Don’t you remember me, babe, I

remember you quite well,

It caused me to leave old Kingsport 

Town with a high sheriff on my trail.

High sheriff on my trail, boys, high

sheriff on my trail,

All because I’ve fallen for a curly-

headed dark-eyed girl.

Who’s a-gonna stroke your cool black

hair and sandy colored skin?

Who’s a-gonna kiss your Memphis lips

when I’m not in the wind? 

It was common for Dylan at this stage

of his song-writing career to base his

protest songs on old folk standards,

‘Masters of War’ for example used the

melody of ‘Nottamun Town’. Martin

Carthy is certain that, yet again, Jean

Ritchie was probably the main person

behind that.

I remember him singing it and me

thinking: “Oh, that’s ‘Nottamun

Town’.” He would have learnt that

from Jean Ritchie. That’s Jean Ritchie’s

song. He might have heard other

people sing it but Jean Ritchie’s respon-

sible for people in America singing it

widely.13

So it is not surprising that ‘Kingsport

Town’ was far from the only time that

Dylan was to write a protest song to the

tune of a traditional Scottish air. As well as

this studio play-around throwaway of a

song, one can point to an example from a

whole other level of artistic creation, ‘The

Lonesome Death of Hattie Carroll’,14

which is based on the melody of ‘The Four

Maries’ (a.k.a. ‘Mary Hamilton’).
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Nor was it just in his protest songs that

he utilised such techniques; the beautiful

‘Lay Down Your Weary Tune’ 15 has origins

he revealed in the liner notes for Biograph:

‘I wrote that on the West coast, at Joan

Baez’s house. She had a place outside

Big Sur. I had heard a Scottish ballad

on an old 78 record that I was trying to

really capture the feeling of, that was

haunting me. I couldn’t get it out of my

head. There were no lyrics or anything,

it was just a melody, had bagpipes and

a lot of stuff in it. I wanted lyrics that

would feel the same way. I don’t

remember what the original record was,

but this was pretty similar to that, the

melody anyway.’

In those same notes, he commented

that ‘The Times They Are A-Changin’ was:

‘…penned shortly before the assassina-

tion of John Kennedy, ‘The Times They

Are A-Changin’ would come to mean

more and more in the months and years

that followed.’

‘This was definitely a song with a

purpose’ he said. I knew exactly what

I wanted to say and for whom I

wanted to say it to. You know, it was

influenced of course by the Irish and

Scottish ballads … ‘Come All Ye Bold

Highway Men’, ‘Come All Ye Miners’,

‘Come All Ye Tender Hearted

Maidens’. I wanted to write a big song,

some kind of theme song, ya know,

with short concise verses that piled up

on each other in a hypnotic way … the

civil rights movement and the folk

music movement were pretty close and

allied together for a while at that time.

Everybody knew almost everybody

else. I had to play this song the same

night that President Kennedy died. It

sort of took over as the opening song

and stayed that way for a long time.’

Then, last year, he surprised us all by

providing a Scottish song as the source of

the song’s tune as well, something that no-

one had noticed previously.

‘Dylan song a-changed a Scots tune’

Senay Boztas wrote in a fairly typical

report16 on the revelation:

It was the anthem of the Woodstock

generation and is still regarded as Bob

Dylan’s finest protest song. But 40 years

after the ‘The Times They Are A-

Changin’ was composed, it has emerged

that the song was inspired by an obscure

Scottish folk tune written by a former

army intelligence officer.

Last week, in a rare interview about his

song-writing, Dylan admitted: ‘You use

what’s been handed down. ‘The Times

They Are A-Changin’ is probably from

an old Scottish folk song.’

He added: ‘I’ll take a song I know and

simply start playing it in my head. At a

certain point, some of the words will

change and I’ll start writing a song.’

Now experts have identified the inspi-

ration as Hamish Henderson’s ‘The

51st (Highland) Division’s Farewell to

Sicily.’

This was partly true, although it

should be pointed out that it was the

lyrics, not the tune, that had been written
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by ‘a former army intelligence officer’ and

that said ‘former army intelligence officer’

was a renowned poet, song-writer and

singer caught up in the maelstrom of

World War Two. The tune itself is indeed

of Scottish origin, albeit pre-dating the

Henderson lyrics; more of that later,

however.

Firstly, the reason no-one had spotted

the source is that the melodic phrase in

question (that of the title line) is not at all

prominent in all versions of ‘The 51st

(Highland) Division’s Farewell to Sicily’;

you can hear it once you know it is there,

but there are two competing melodies in

the song. One is a celebration of the relief

at returning home, the other a lament at

leaving. Depending on how these are

played, the strains of ‘The Times They Are

A-Changin’ can be either unmistakable or

a faint echo.

As indicated above, the lyrics to ‘The

51st (Highland) Division’s Farewell to

Sicily’ were themselves set to an older

piper’s tune by Henderson, a poet and folk

singer and curator of some renown. The

source music was composed in 1915,

during the First World War, by Pipe Major

James Robertson of Banffshire lamenting

the creeks of his homeland (not too far

from the Fyvie in Aberdeenshire as it

happens). It is possible Dylan was refer-

ring to a pipes-only version of this

inspiring him in the same way that he was

inspired to write ‘Lay Down Your Weary

Tune’.

Henderson himself speaks eloquently

of his song in a way that most Dylan

listeners will readily relate to in general

and which also illuminates the contradic-

tory emotional pulls of the melodies in

Dylan’s song, which fit so neatly with his

lyrics: 17

In many Scottish writers you get the

strong swing of the pendulum between

the strong, deep, heavy notes of the

lament […] and something different

altogether, which can be the wildest

ecstasy of the dance. This always seems

to me to be much more possible for a

Scottish poet in music than in poetry.

Well, I don’t say for every poet, but when

I swing to the other extreme I move into

music, and because I love Scottish folk-

music generally, I find that when I begin

writing in a ‘Crazy Jane’ mood, not only

the words but the tunes suggest them-

selves to me, and I finish up by not

publishing the poem in a magazine but

singing it in a folk-song club.18

And Henderson shares something else

with Dylan; it was once written of

Henderson that: ‘it is the great traditional,

popular music that unfailingly brings him

to his highest pitch of poetry.’ The same

words apply to Dylan just as truly. What

happened next, to ‘The 51st (Highland)

Division’s Farewell to Sicily’, is that

familiar tale of folk songs entering the oral

tradition, as Henderson continued:

And then people begin listening to it

and they begin repeating it. For

example, ‘The 51st (Highland)

Division’s Farewell to Sicily’ was begin-

ning to get sung by people here and

there almost as soon as I had written it.
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And only today I got an airmail letter

from the States giving me the text of a

version of this particular song which is

quite a distance away from the way I

wrote it, sung by a group in the States.19

One of those who was singing it in the

States was Dylan’s friend, Richard Fariña

who used it as the basis of a song of his

own in tribute to Henderson, called,

simply, ‘Hamish’. 20 There are many ways

that Dylan could have heard either the

pipe tune, the Henderson song (or both)

in various guises, as well as the older folk

songs (‘Farewell to Lochaber’ (a.k.a.

‘Lochaber No More’) and most particu-

larly, the beautiful Gaelic standard,

‘Farewell to Fiunary’, that clearly influ-

enced both Henderson’s magnificent lyrics

and Robertson’s moving melody.

I find it strangely satisfying that

Hamish Henderson’s famous song from

the Second World War used music from

the First World War, and that Bob Dylan,

at the height of the Cold War, wrote one of

his two most famous ‘protest songs’ so

beloved of the peace and civil right’s

movements using the old melody for his

title phrase. Henderson, a peace

campaigning activist after the Second

World War and a major figure in

collecting, propagating and protecting

folk music traditions, would know doubt

have been delighted to hear Dylan’s words,

but sadly he passed away about two years

prior to Dylan uttering them.

In one of the most acute analyses of

Henderson’s song, Professor Jack Mitchell

writes that:

The soldiers’ attitude to Sicily is the

complex contradictory attitude of

humanity to the alienated world of

capitalism. It is a grey, eerie, inimical,

unhuman (sic) place reminiscent of the

“cold hillside” in Keats’ La Belle Dame

Sans Mercie, a place where the human

feels a stranger, an alien, yet at the same

time (and this is the important and

finally triumphant aspect) behind the

mask it is the world, the place where

alone humanity’s destiny is forged,

where love and laughter and kinship do

and will triumph over alienation. It is a

song of belief in the infinite resilience of

humanity, in the validity of the world, a

song of acceptance of life . 21

The last line of that, in particular, is as

insightful a summary of how Dylan has

often sung the old ‘protest’ chestnut in

concert as one could wish to come across.

���

I trust that I have by now more than

established the influence Scottish tradi-

tional music had on Dylan’s early compo-

sitions. It is therefore time to draw breath

and mention a couple of caveats. Firstly,

just a reminder that this article is focusing

on the influence of the Scottish folk tradi-

tion. It would take no stretch of one’s

imagination to write a similar piece about

English or Irish balladry. Secondly, any

article, or talk, on Dylan that stresses one

aspect – be it Scottish folk music or even

all folk music – is inevitably narrowing the

overall picture that would, were it

claiming to be a comprehensive look at

Dylan’s entire oeuvre, include the
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enduring influence of the Blues, of

Rockabilly, of Beats both musical and

poetic, of other poets plus novelists and

artists from many countries, traditions

and disciplines.

One very quick, but revealing, example

should serve to underline this warning.

When early commentators wrote of the

ancient ballad tradition’s effect on Dylan’s

song-writing they all pointed to ‘A Hard

Rain’s A-Gonna Fall’ with its adaptation of

the ‘Lord Randal’ refrain:

O where ha’ you been, Lord Randal my

son?

And where ha’ you been, my handsome

young man?

For his own:

Oh, where have you been, my blue-

eyed son?

Oh, where have you been, my darling 

young one?

Yet, notwithstanding this important

influence on the song, Dylan’s visionary

epic owes far more to the poetry of

Rimbaud and the Beats than to the folk

music tradition. This is not to say that the

folk tradition had only a negligible influ-

ence, rather that ‘A Hard Rain’s A-Gonna

Fall’ is a modernist piece of lyricism rather

than a re-working of ‘Lord Randal’.

This is a crucial point; one of the most

insightful passages in Dave Marsh’s afore-

mentioned excellent article on ‘Barbara

Allen’ reads:

… Dylan’s whole point, unlike Jean

Ritchie, he is a modern artist and needs

to have one – is that the song requires

no such alterations to have this music

speak of the contemporary world. What

it uniquely contains was beyond the

understanding of medieval man; it is

also beyond the reckoning of people

today. Why do people do these things to

one another? Why must they, and who

pays the price, and why is life a thing of

grace and beauty anyway? What is it

that roses and briars have in common?

The answer is not blowing in the wind.

The answer is that we will never find

the answer, and never stop seeking it.

And so we sing the song.

Nonetheless, despite repeated cries of

‘sell out’ from those purer-than-pure

folkies and those of the civil rights move-

ment, Dylan’s fourth album did not ‘leave

behind’ the folk tradition (as if such a

thing were even possible), nor did it turn

its back on ‘protest songs’, containing as it

did that protest song to encompass all

protest songs, the magnificent ‘Chimes of

Freedom’.

Undoubtedly Another Side of Bob

Dylan, as the title prefigured, was more

personal and introspective than the

preceding two albums, yet, despite their

more personal and oblique nature, these

songs were still suffused with the folk

tradition. Even the personal to the point of

being embarrassingly so, self-consciously in

‘the Ballad tradition’ ‘Ballad In Plain D’

ends with a verse that echoes, very directly,

a stanza from a ballad which has appeared

in manifold versions and under many

names, and that was known in Britain

some four or five hundred years earlier:
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The men in yon forest they are asking 

me

How many wild strawberries grow in 

the salt-sea

And I answer them back with a tear in

my eye

How many ships sail in the forest.

(The False Bride)

Ah, my friends from the prison, they 

ask unto me,

“How good, how good does it feel to be 

free?”

And I answer them most mysteriously,

“Are birds free from the chains of the 

skyway?”

(Ballad in Plain D)

The story of how Dylan supposedly

further left the folk movement and ‘went

electric’ seems to have been recounted

endlessly, and I fear we are doomed to

repeatedly read it again and again in one

glossy monthly rock magazine after another.

As it happens these electrifying and

extraordinary months in Dylan’s career

that so changed the course of popular

music were but brief interludes in a life-

time’s work that has embraced, extolled,

and transmuted positively the inherent

wonder of the folk music tradition.

Readers of this magazine are well aware of

many of the stories of Dylan bucking the

rigid rules of these self-appointed

guardians of folk purity; perhaps, indeed,

we are all too aware of them now to

remember how confining they must have

been for Dylan.

We know the stories so well we can

forget how crucial they were (and are) to

Dylan’s self-image as an artist, we can

forget exactly what he had to fight against

to make his voice heard in the folk music

environment he so enthusiastically

embraced after the magnificent rock’n’roll

explosion of the 1950s had been castrated

by the corporate entertainment machine

into a world of Fabian-esque pop. Author

Michael Gray, in one of his superb touring

talks on Bob Dylan, managed to both

entertain and re-awaken the awareness of

his audience to this by asking us why, in

the famous incident when Pete Seeger

tried to cut the cables to Dylan’s electric

set at the Newport Folk Festival in 1965,

was there an axe there in any case? None of

us had considered this before; the answer

he then provided was that Seeger had been

using it to, in his eyes, bolster the authen-

ticity of a workshop he was giving on

work-songs – and this from a man who

had a servant to do such things for him.22

I stress again though that it was not the

tradition itself that Dylan was rebelling

against, instead it was these strictures laid

down in a false claim of authenticity. Even

during his time as a pop dandy and elec-

tric messiah, Dylan repeatedly declared

that it was small-minded folk people he

was against, not the music. 1965 found

him declaring:

‘There is – and I’m sure nobody realizes

this, all the authorities who write about

what it is and what it should be, when

they say keep things simple, they should

be easily understood – folk music is the

only music where it isn’t simple. It’s

never been simple. It’s weird, man, full
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of legend, myth, Bible and ghosts. I’ve

never written anything hard to under-

stand, not in my head anyway, and

nothing as far out as some of the old

songs. They were out of sight: ‘Little

Brown Dog’: ‘I bought a little brown

dog, its face is all gray. Now I’m going to

Turkey flying on my bottle.’ And

‘Nottamun Town’, that’s like a herd of

ghosts passing through on the way to

Tangiers. ‘Lord Edward’, ‘Barbara

Allen,’ they’re full of myth.’ 23 

Then, a year later, while in the eye of

the electric storm he had unleashed he was

to say, most eloquently:

Traditional music is based on hexa-

grams. It comes about from legends,

Bibles, plagues, and it revolves around

vegetables and death. There’s nobody

that’s going to kill traditional music.

All these songs about roses growing out

of people’s brains and lovers who are

really geese and swans that turn into

angels – they’re not going to die. … I

mean, you’d think that the traditional-

music people could gather from their

songs that mystery – just plain simple

mystery – is a fact, a traditional fact. I

listen to the old ballads; but I wouldn’t

go to a party and listen to the old

ballads. I could give you descriptive

detail of what they do to me, but some

people would probably think my imag-

ination had gone mad. It strikes me

funny that people actually have the

gall to think that I have some kind of

fantastic imagination. It gets very

lonesome. But anyway, traditional

music is too unreal to die. It doesn’t

need to be protected. Nobody’s going to

hurt it. In that music is the only true,

valid death you can feel today off a

record player.24

Dylan recently reitersted the over-

whelming impact of traditional folk music

on him at this time again and again in the

recent Chronicles, Volume One. There we

read from his own pen how the songs he

wrote were built upon the folk foundation,

even as they exploded the cosy coterie of

its current corrupt priesthood. Dylan has

told us throughout his career in the many

revealing interviews he has given (an

astonishing amount given his reputation

for being a recluse and ‘never granting

interviews’). and he confirms it again and

again in Chronicles, that traditional folk

music is behind everything he has created.

He also foreshadows in that, hopefully

first of many, volume of memoirs how he

musically had to create a new universe, not

scorning that hallowed past but embracing

its transforming powers in a new white

light of sound and words.

This is why I empathise with – though

find it perhaps more ineffable than this

quote puts it – Dave Marsh’s idea – in the

same chapter quoted earlier on ‘Barbara

Allen’ – that the Gaslight Tapes perform-

ance of the old Scottish standard foreshad-

owed the mood to be found in Dylan’s

later self-penned masterpieces:

In a sense, this claustrophobic rendi-

tion prefigures some of the songs Dylan

sang on the second side of his 1965

album Bringing It All Back Home,

where, after a tear-ass trip through a
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set of rock’n’roll songs on the first side,

he returns with just a guitar and

drones through ‘Mr. Tambourine

Man,’ ‘Gates of Eden’, ‘It’s All Right

Ma (I’m Only Bleeding)’ and ‘It’s All

Over Now, Baby Blue’. The music has

that same sense of living in an ill-fated

world, that air of helplessness that is

not quite hopelessness.

From his debut album to the year he

exploded across the globe in electric glory

Dylan’s work is built, to a large extent, on

the folk tradition. Scottish music can be

very proud of its place in this and its effect

on the work of the decade’s most influen-

tial, inspired and inspiring artist.

However, the story does not end there,

albeit 2005 would seem to be a year that,

the Never Ending tour aside, the ‘Dylan-

left-us-in-1966’ myth will manifest itself

as accepted truth once again. The Scorsese

film, No Direction Home, and associated

releases will ensure this persistent idea is

once again in the ascendancy. ‘Persistent’

not least because of the sheer consistent

brilliance of Dylan’s work up to that point;

album after era-defining album, a whole

slew of masterly out-takes that would be

the peak of anyone else’s career not even

able to find a place among the official

releases, culminating in just over 12

months of unimpeachable genius that saw

the release of three of the finest albums

ever recorded, Bringing It All Back Home,

Highway 61 Revisited and Blonde On

Blonde.

Notwithstanding this, the idea is a

gross misrepresentation; the concentration

on the first four and a bit years ignores

approximately ninety percent of Dylan’s

career. It also does not take into account

his most accomplished album or song,

which were still to be written and

recorded, to say nothing of many

hundreds of his most sublime live

performances. Also it is a particularly

galling observation when one remembers

that the very next things Dylan produced

were The Basement Tapes and John Wesley

Harding. In other words, while it may be

an understandable view it is one deeply to

be regretted.

Therefore I am only leaving you,

hanging in the balance as it were, in 1966

pro tem, so that part two of this article will

appear at approximately the same time as

the 1962-1966 deluge of writings that will

inevitable accomplish the release of the

film and The Bootleg Series Volume Seven

(we have already had this year the early

albums Bob Dylan and The Times They Are

A-Changin’ re-mastered and re-released

and the Starbucks deal for 1962’s The

Gaslight Tapes). In Judas!

issue 15, this article

will carry on the

story of Bob Dylan

and traditional

Scottish music

by covering the

years from

1967 until

the present

day.
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1. Donaldson, William: The Jacobite Song: political

myth and national identity Aberdeen University Press,

First published 1988, (Pergamon Group).

2. Songs of the North, Gathered together from the

Highlands and Lowlands of Scotland: Eds. A C

Macleod and Harold Boulton. Published in London

in the penultimate decade of the 19th Century.

3. Similarly one may well have an easier time showing

that the hauntingly beautiful ‘By the Bonny, Bonny

Banks of Loch Lomond’ was written by Lady John

Scott than trying to trace back through history its

supposed originator from the Clan MacDonald after

the horrors of Culloden.

4. Child Ballad 68, 11 variants of ‘Young Hunting’ are

but part of the song’s complex genealogy.

5 Ballads do not for example have to refer to events

such as murder or Nick Cave would not have needed

to have named his superb album of ballads: Murder

Ballads. It is a collection that has many touching-

points with Dylan, not surprisingly with Cave being a

huge Dylan fan. However the one Dylan-penned

song on it rather spectacularly evades my epithet of

‘superb’. This is an all star-finale rendition of Dylan’s

‘Death Is Not The End’. Cave himself, unsurprisingly,

found the correct way to describe this: ‘The album is

called Murder Ballads because every song is a murder

ballad, except the last one which is a song we

murdered.’

6. Just for any readers confused by even this term;

Britain = Scotland, Wales, England;

United Kingdom = Scotland, Wales, England and

Northern Ireland (Ulster);

The British Isles = Scotland, Wales, England,

Northern Ireland (Ulster) and the Republic of

Ireland (Eire) and the Isle of Man.

7. There are compelling arguments both for

Derbyshire and Aberdeenshire as being the original

starting place.

8. Martin Carthy, interviewed by Matthew

Zuckerman, Isis: A Bob Dylan Anthology, Helter

Skelter Publications, 2001.

9. ‘Talkin’ New York’ from Bob Dylan Copyright ©

1962.

10. Just as this was going to print, the set was released

‘officially’ in a depressingly 21st century way.

His protest songs made him the figurehead of the anti-

establishment movement that defined America during

the 1960s. But yesterday Bob Dylan was facing accusa-

tions of selling out after it emerged the singer had

agreed an exclusive deal to sell some of his rarest tracks

at Starbucks, the coffee shop chain targeted by anti-

globalization protesters as a symbol of American

cultural dominance.
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Bob Dylan: Live at the Gaslight 1962 features the

much sought-after material recorded at the Gaslight

Cafe in Manhattan’s Greenwich Village, a focal point of

the folk revival in the early 1960s. Tracks include rare

versions of A Hard Rain’s A-Gonna Fall and Don’t

Think Twice It’s Alright, as well as folk standards

Barbara Allen and The Cuckoo.

Bootleg versions of the album, which will be released on

August 30 and will only be available in Starbucks

outlets across the US and Canada, have been touted

among Dylan fans for years but this is the first to be

professionally produced and re-mastered. (Jamie

Wilson: Desolation Row: Dylan Signs with Starbucks

Published on Wednesday, June 29, 2005 The

Guardian.)

11. Jean Ritchie was born and raised in Viper, Kentucky

in the heart of the Southern Appalachian Mountains,

the youngest in a family of 14 children. Walled in by the

rugged Cumberland ridges, the Ritchies and their

neighbours worked the land in old fashioned ways and

attended Old Regular Baptist church meetings. Music

was omnipresent in their lives; family members had

songs to accompany the myriad farm and household

chores, and, for entertainment, there were play-party

games and ballads handed down through the genera-

tions from their Scottish, English and Irish ancestors.

(http://www.jeanritchie.com/)

12 Todd Harvey, The Formative Dylan: The

Scarecrow Press 2001.

13. Martin Carthy, interviewed by Matthew

Zuckerman, Isis: A Bob Dylan Anthology, Helter

Skelter Publications, 2001.

14. See Judas! issues 11 and 13 for detailed discussion

of this masterly song.

15. See Judas! issue 3 for an in-depth look at ‘Lay

Down Your Weary Tune’.

16. The Times (Scottish edition)11 April 2004.

17. Muir, Andrew Troubadour chapter one

Woodstock Publications 2003.

18. Henderson, Hamish Alias MacAlias: Writings on

Songs, Folk and Literature (Edinburgh: Polygon, 1992).

19. Henderson, Hamish Alias MacAlias: Writings on

Songs, Folk and Literature (Edinburgh: Polygon, 1992).

20. Farina, Richard and Mimi. Celebrations for a Grey

Day, Vanguard VSD 79174.

21. Mitchell, Jack (Professor of English Literature at

Humboldt University, East Berlin, The Work of

Hamish Henderson Chapbook 1966.

22. I fear I cannot recapture the full impact of the tale

but I hope I have remembered the essential details

correctly though it is a couple of years since I heard

it and I have no recording to refer to.

23. Dylan, Bob: New York City, July 1965.

24. Dylan, Bob: the famous Playboy interview, 1966.
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‘John Brown’ – Encountering

Others 
How do others see us? Do they take us

as seriously as we do ourselves? Do they

really see us? These questions are not the

exclusive privilege of insecure people,

professional models or insurance

salesmen, they also constitute an impor-

tant philosophical theme that played a

major role in French philosophy in the last

century, particularly in the work of Jean

Paul Sartre and Emmanuel Levinas.

Sharing a fondness for the use of capitals,

both philosophers believe that the

encounter of ‘the Self ’ with ‘the Other’ is a

fundamental human experience. Their

analyses of this encounter differ some-

what, though.

In a famous paragraph in Being and

Nothingness, Sartre describes the situation

in which he is in a park. He is contentedly

looking at the various objects in the park

(the trees, the benches, the grass etc.) and

in doing so he is master of the universe. All

the objects are seen from his perspective,

arranged according to his perceptions: he

is in control of them. But then he sees

another man walking in the park. The

writer’s contentedness is undermined as

soon as he realizes that this other man is

also a centre of a universe, albeit a

different one. There is no longer a unique

universe; the writer is a centre of one

universe, just as the other is a centre of

another universe. In fact, the writer’s own

universe crumbles when he realizes that he

himself has become an object in this other

man’s universe. He now sees himself as an

object – through the eyes of the other, that

is – and he is thereby alienated from his

self. As a result, feelings of shame emerge.

In Sartre’s words: ‘My original fall is the

existence of the Other’.

For Levinas the encounter with

another person is also of fundamental

importance, but he is somewhat more

cheerful about it than Sartre. Again, it is in

the encounter with the other that one real-

izes that one cannot be a master of the

universe. To see the other as a person – in

Levinas’s terminology, to see ‘the Face’ of

the other – entails that one does not see

him as a thing or an object. One perceives

that one can never do justice to who the

other person is – the other always exceeds

or ‘transcends’ the conceptions one may

have about him. This entails an enrich-

ment of our experience of the world.

One’s own little world is broken down

Philosophical
Reflections

by Martin van Hees
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during an ‘ethical moment’ at which we

view the other as more important than we

view ourselves.

It is not too difficult to ridicule the

style in which Sartre and Levinas diagnose

the relation between the self and others. It

is characterized by the excessive use of

(partly self-invented) philosophical

jargon, pedantry and opacity. Moreover,

many of us are rightly distrustful of the

idea that there are these higher realities

hidden underneath such banal experi-

ences as seeing a man walking in a park.

But we should perhaps not be put off by

the clumsiness of the formulations, nor by

the pretentiousness of the analysis. Instead

we could perhaps try to see whether we

can find different renditions of the same

basic ideas in order to get a better under-

standing of them. The song ‘John Brown’

can be seen as doing exactly that. It nicely

illustrates some of the ideas that Sartre

and Levinas have put forward, reveals the

differences between their analyses, and

also hints at their limitations.

The first part of the song describes the

pride of a mother in her soldier son, John

Brown, who is going off to war. With some

exaggeration we might call this the

Sartrean part of the song. Although the

mother is proud of her son, it is not ‘a

person’ she is proud of. The son is a thing

or object since he is no more than a

possessor of certain attributes: a uniform,

a gun, the prospect of being able to hang

medals on the wall. If we adopt the

perspective of John Brown, we feel the

Sartrean shame that his mother’s behav-

iour elicits in him (which is accentuated

by the fact that he is not active in this part

of the song: he is only playing the role of

standing ‘straight and tall in his uniform

and all’).

In the second part of the song John

Brown returns home. He is severely

wounded and his mother barely recog-

nizes him. She is deeply shocked by his

condition but her shock is not out of love

for or compassion with her son, but from

her shattered hopes. He still is an object to

her, and if we recall Levinas’s use of the

term ‘face’ we might say that this is epito-

mized by the line in the song that tells us

that she could not even recognize his face.

Her son then explains how he was injured

on the battlefield. It was, we could say, the

result of a ‘Sartrean encounter’: ‘but the

thing that scared me most was when my

enemy came close / And I saw that his face

looked just like mine’. In realizing that he

had thus far seen the other as an object, he

also realizes that he himself can be seen as

an object: ‘And I couldn’t help but think,

through the thunder rolling and stink /

That I was just a puppet in a play’. At the

very moment of that realization, the

unknown other ceased to be an object but

became a person towards whom one has

‘Levinasean’ obligations. Seeing the face of

the other created an ethical moment; John

Brown was no longer able to kill the other

person. In this he revealed his own dignity

as a human being - he himself ceased to be

an object: ‘the string it finally broke’.
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It must have seemed like a good idea at

the time – a whole book devoted to a

single song, one that many view as Dylan’s

best. Though it was not Dylan’s first or last

masterpiece, ‘Like a Rolling Stone’ (1965)

occupies a very special position indeed, to

put it mildly, in Dylan’s oeuvre. When the

electrified Dylan was stung by a folk

purist’s cry of ‘Judas!’ in Manchester in

1966, ‘Like a Rolling Stone’ proved itself

the ultimate retort.1 If ever there were a

song built to take the scrutiny of a whole

book, this would seem to be it.

‘Like a Rolling Stone’ itself, however, is

curiously absent from Marcus’s book. At

times it appears that Marcus is simply too

much in awe of the song to write about it

directly, as though its ‘vituperative elation’

can only, like the head of the Gorgon in

Greek myth, be viewed in reflection.2 The

book for the most part bypasses the

process of composition and concentrates

on the actual recording of the song over a

two-day period, June 15th and 16th, 1965.

Or at least it does so when it finally starts

to approach the song head on.

Unfortunately, this only happens about

two hundred pages into a two hundred

and fifty page book – in the epilogue.

It is only at the book’s conclusion, in

the final paragraph, that you find the seed

of what could have been a truly fascinating

book:

No matter how timeless ‘Like a

Rolling Stone’ might turn out to be,

what happened over the two days of

recording sessions makes it clear that

had circumstances been even slightly

different – different people present, a

different mood in the studio, different

weather in the streets outside, a

different headline in the morning

paper – the song might never have

entered time at all, or interrupted it. ‘I

told all the musicians, you quit

playing, you’re gone,’ Bob Johnston

says of the sessions that followed. ‘You

quit playing, you’re never going to

hear that song again. Dylan would

start a song – they’d be a third of the

way through, and someone says, Waal,

I didn’t git that. The bass stops, or the

piano player. Dylan would forget

about that song and you’d never hear

it again.’ ‘Like a Rolling Stone’ is a

triumph of craft, inspiration, will, and

intent; regardless of all those things, it

was also an accident. Listening now,

Like a Rolling Stone:
Bob Dylan at the
Crossroads
by Greil Marcus

Public Affairs, 2005

A review by Gerry Barrett
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you hear most of all how much the

song resists the musicians and the

singer. Except on a single take, when

they went past the song and made

their performance into an event that

down through the years would always

begin again from its first bar, they are

so far from the song and from each

other it’s easy enough to imagine Bob

Dylan giving up on the song, no

doubt taking phrases here and there

and putting them into another song

somewhere down the line but never

bothering with that thing called ‘Like

a Rolling Stone’ again. Following the

sessions as they happened, it can in

moments be easier to imagine that

than to believe that the record was

actually made – that, circling around

the song like hunters surrounding an

animal that has escaped them a dozen

times, they caught it. That is what

makes an event, after all: it can only

happen once. Once it has happened, it

will seem inevitable. But all the good

reasons in the world can’t make it

happen (224–225).

For all its rhetorical exuberance, I can’t

help wishing that this paragraph had

occurred at the beginning of the book

rather than the end of it. Had this been

Marcus’s starting point rather than his

conclusion, the end result might have been

a lot more satisfying.

That is not to say that there isn’t some-

thing shaky about Marcus’s premise here

in the first place. It’s a variation on the idea

that if a butterfly flaps its wings at a certain

time somewhere in Taiwan, a folksinger at

a crossroads in New York City may find

himself unable to nail the song that will

come to define himself and a whole era as

well. This is highly speculative territory;

even if you could find some kind of link

between the headlines in the New York

Times of June 16th, 1965 and the song,

‘Like a Rolling Stone’, you would still need

to demonstrate that Dylan had bothered to

read the papers that morning. On the other

hand, it could be argued that the headlines

on such a morning would be interesting to

know about in themselves as context,

regardless of whether Dylan used/appro-

priated/was influenced by them or not.

The trouble is, Marcus doesn’t go as far as

saying what those headlines were. Nor does

he say what the weather in the streets

outside was like, even though this is also

potentially interesting. What do we know

about Dylan’s stamina in the studio, for

instance? Was he more likely to give up on

a song more quickly if the recording was

taking place during a blazing New York

summer rather than in, say, a Nashville

autumn? Given Marcus’s claim that the

song may never have been recorded had

things been even ‘slightly different,’ it

seems a bit of an omission not to pin down

as precisely as possible how the things he

deems so important actually were.3

Sometimes your enjoyment of a book

can be spoiled by the misconceptions you

bring to it. In the case of this book, I

somehow had got the impression that it

was going to be a forensic analysis of the

two days Dylan spent recording the song in

June 1965. I was expecting to be immersed

in both biographical detail and historical

context, with the time frame being no

more than forty-eight hours. It seemed
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like a fascinating idea and I was looking

forward to seeing if Marcus had pulled it

off. That he barely gets round to it made

the book a lot less enjoyable than it might

otherwise have been. And this is a pity

because there is a lot to enjoy here. The

problem is that most of what is enjoyable

comes from flashes of insight that are scat-

tered more or less at random throughout

the book, while the book as a whole

doesn’t really cohere. It has a padded out

feel to it, as though what was a great idea

for a feature article in a newspaper got out

of control and assumed the dimensions of

a book, without having the weight of

argument a book-length study needs to

support it.

Of course, argument is not exactly

Marcus’s thing, not here anyway. It’s all a

bit of a ramble, really, one where the

digressions have digressions, albeit one

that is done with charm and real flair at

times. One thing that stands out is how

good Marcus is on the visual aspects of

Dylan’s persona. Describing Dylan’s stage

appearance in London 1965, for instance,

Marcus succinctly comments on how his

Carnaby Street styled checked suit ‘made

him over into a medieval court jester’

(177). Then there was ‘a black shirt that,

covered with huge white polka dots, signi-

fied that life was a joke and his mission

was to tell it…’ (177). Flash forward to

2003 and we get this description of Jack

Fate, Dylan’s character in the film Masked

and Anonymous: ‘walking carefully, as if

his boots are stilts, a thin man who looks

like Vincent Price, wears a Little Richard

moustache, dresses like Hank Williams,

and squints like Clint Eastwood…’ (75).

Along with being spot-on in visual terms,

this description of Fate/Dylan reminds us

how deeply allusive Dylan has always

been, even in his grooming, tailoring and

squinting.

When it comes to album covers,

Marcus is so good you find yourself

wishing he would write a whole book

about Dylan’s sleeves. It is difficult to

imagine a more eloquent description of

the jacket photo that adorns Bringing It All

Back Home than that of Marcus, who sees:

‘a tableau vivant that invited whoever was

looking into a demimonde of expensive

clothes and laudanum, where Robert

Johnson traded songs with Lotte Lenya, a

forgotten nineteenth–century politician

gazed down from a mantel at Lyndon

Johnson on the cover of Time, and an

elegant woman in a red dress haughtily

looked you in the eye as Dylan clutched a

small gray cat as if it were his

Doppelgänger’ (61). He is even better on

Highway 61 Revisited, where he picks up

on the sexual charge of the ‘second man,

standing behind Dylan, visible only from

the waist down, in jeans and a horizontally

striped orange and white T-shirt, his right

thumb hooked into his pants pocket with

a camera hanging from his clutched

fingers, and the viewer’s eye directed

straight at his crotch. I remember a college

friend bringing the album home as a

present for his younger brother; his

mother took one look at the thing and

threw it out of the house’ (167-68). It

would have been interesting had Marcus

followed up this combination of critical

insight and autobiography with an

analysis of what Dylan was up to here, an
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attempt to reinstate the part of Elvis that

Ed Sullivan cropped off perhaps? 

One of the recurring motifs of

Marcus’s book (and there are too many to

mention them all) is how difficult the

recording process was because of the way

the song seemed to resist the singer and

musicians that were trying to pin it down.

Conversely, Marcus also seems aware of a

good many reasons why we as listeners

should actively resist the song, especially if

we’re inclined to read it literally as ‘a song

that has as its backdrop some problems the

guy narrating it is having with his girl’

(Michael Pisaro in 2004, quoted by Marcus

pp 6-7). At one point Marcus quotes Jon

Landau’s 1968 description of the song as

full of self-righteousness in ‘its willingness

to judge others without judging oneself ’

(80), and he also refers to Charles Shaar

Murray’s citing of it as an example of

sixties songwriters refusing women ‘any

middle ground between the pedestal and

the gutter’ … a song ‘sneeringly and

contemptuously sung to a spoiled rich girl’

with ‘the reactionary stagnation of the

social order … personified as female’ (80).

Why then, have several generations of

audiences succumbed to the song’s vitri-

olic allure? Why do performances of it have

a curiously celebratory feel? Pisaro’s

eloquent answer (quoted at some length by

Marcus in his Prologue) is that Dylan’s

voice tells you that ‘he’s not really talking to

her – he’s talking to you (and me; all of us).’

And while that voice is at times ‘an almost

authoritarian monotone,’ it is also ‘angry,

vengeful, gleeful, ironic, weary, spectral,

haranguing’ and ‘wavers between trying to

record the coming quake and trying to

make it happen’ (Marcus 7-8, Pisaro’s

emphasis). ‘Like a Rolling Stone’ is like an

auditory version of Munch’s ‘The Scream’

(1893) and its position in culture is some-

what similar. Munch’s image of an embry-

onic figure screaming in isolated despair is

an image we should naturally recoil from,

yet it has become the stuff of fridge

magnets and tea towels, an image we relate

to as blithely as tourists in Paris do to the

serene Mona Lisa. When you stop to think

about it for a minute, the reactions of

crowds in stadiums around the world, who

go delirious when ‘Like a Rolling Stone’ is

played as one of Dylan’s encores, is no less

bizarre.

I would suggest that one reason audi-

ences revel in Dylan’s song is that they

instinctively sense that by virtue of having

written, recorded and performed it, Dylan

has not only conjured up the spectre of

something ghastly but has purged himself

(and us) of it as well. It is a kind of

catharsis. Catharsis is defined as an experi-

ence or feeling of spiritual release and

purification brought about by an intense

emotional experience. Aristotle made it

the cornerstone of his theory of Greek

tragedy, where it is the purifying of the

emotions that is brought about in the

audience of a tragic drama through the

evocation of intense pity and fear. In the

process of catharsis, repressed emotions,

complexes, and feelings are brought to the

surface, identified for what they are and

thereby relieved. In Greek, however, the

word ‘catharsis’ also designates a cleansing

or purging of the bowels. Though Marcus

notes the interview conducted with

Marvin Bronstein on the 20th of February
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1966, where Dylan talked about finding

himself, ‘writing this song, this story, this

long piece of vomit, twenty pages long, and

out of it I took ‘Like a Rolling Stone’’ (70,

my emphasis), he doesn’t, for the most

part, develop the idea that the song’s

power may lie in its tragic grandeur, even

though he does, more than once, acknowl-

edge ‘how scary the song can be, or how

dangerous’ (138).

The song’s celebratory feel also lies in

the ambiguity of its title, in the over-

turning of a proverb. According to Brewer’s

Dictionary of Phrase and Fable, the proverb,

‘A rolling stone gathers no moss’, conveyed

the message that someone who is always

on the move and refuses to settle down will

never be prosperous.4 Moss, in this view,

symbolizes wealth and is therefore desir-

able. In Dylan’s Visions of Sin (2003),

Christopher Ricks employs a 1926 publica-

tion by Stephen Leacock to argue that, in

the modern world, it is the reverse that is

true. Nowadays, Leacock argued, it is the

rolling stone that gathers the moss:

It is the ambitious boy from

Llanpwgg, Wales, who trudges off to

the city leaving his elder brother in the

barnyard and who later on makes a

fortune and founds a university.

While his elder brother still has only

the old farm with three cows and a

couple of pigs, he has a whole depart-

ment of agriculture with great sheds

full of Tamworth hogs and a professor

to every six of them (Leacock, quoted

in Ricks, p. 191)

Maggie’s Farm, how are you. Leaving

no stone unturned, Ricks also enlists the

caustic wit of George Bernard Shaw in his

efforts to overturn this particular proverb:

‘We keep repeating the silly proverb that a

rolling stone gathers no moss, as if moss

were a desirable parasite’ (Shaw, quoted in

Ricks, p. 191-192). Yet despite Ricks’s

conclusion that by the mid-sixties, ‘the

Rolling Stone had got on in the world even

further, what with a heaven-sent magazine

and a hell-bent group, with the song itself

maintaining the momentum of a rolling

stone, of rock ‘n’ roll’ (191), there is a

further layer of meaning (or irony) in

Dylan’s use of the proverbial phrase.

First of all, even a casual fan would

find it difficult to understand why the

mid-sixties Dylan would imply that the

condition of a ‘moss gatherer’ is some-

thing to aspire to, while that of being like a

rolling stone is one to be lamented. What

you’d expect is the opposite. Furthermore,

the cultural context of the song (Marcus

points out that ‘Satisfaction’ was number

one in the US for a month in the summer

of 1965) made being like a rolling stone a

pretty good thing to be. Then there is that

word, ‘rolling’, itself, which in all other

proverbial phrases signifies something

exciting and dynamic. If we go back to

Brewer’s Dictionary of Phrase and Fable to

look at other proverbs that include this

word, we find: ‘Rolling in it’, ‘Rolling

drunk’, ‘Rolling in the aisles’, ‘Rolling

stock’, ‘Roll in the hay’, ‘Roll-your-own’,

‘Roll up’ and ‘Roll up one’s sleeves.’ So here

we have not only wealth but also drunken-

ness, the image of an audience laughing

uncontrollably, train travel, sex, cigarettes,

live appearances and the idea of getting

ready to work or fight (or perhaps both at
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the same time – ‘Play fucking loud!’).

While it’s true that in our health-

conscious age cigarettes may not seem like

such a good idea anymore, the thrifty

independence of rolling your own has

much to commend it. But all the other

connotations of ‘rolling’ are so exhila-

rating that it would always be difficult to

take ‘Like a Rolling Stone’ as simply a put-

down. The band that took ‘Satisfaction’ to

number one was not called The Moss

Gatherers. Is it any wonder people sing

along? 

This is just one of the ironies of that

cry of ‘Judas!’ in Manchester in 1966.

Dylan’s music could never have remained

acoustic and ‘pure’ even if had he wanted

it to. To have forced him to remain so

would have necessitated the pretence that

modernity never happened. It would have

been to have him pretend that we still live

in a world where the rolling stone gathers

no moss, when the opposite is true. How

does it feel, the song is asking us, to see all

the old certainties upended all around

you? To see that lone singer with an

acoustic guitar you admired so much hit

town with an amplified backing band? Not

that this last question is what the song is

actually ‘about’ – it’s simply one of the

many meanings it generates.

In the end, ‘Like a Rolling Stone’ is a

song that is not simply about something –

it is, as Beckett said of Joyce’s writing, that

thing itself. It is a song that formally enacts

what it seems to be saying. When Marcus

talks about the chorus of the song, he

points out that the words do not recur in

exactly the same way each time the chorus

comes around, as you would expect in the

case of a more conventional song. ‘To be

without a home/Like a complete unknown’

in one chorus becomes ‘With no direction

home/A complete unknown’ in another.

The difference may seem subtle, but it is

more than about introducing an element of

variation for the sake of it. As Marcus puts

it, ‘as the song is actually sung and played,

the chorus, formally the most determined,

repeating element in the song, is the most

unstable element of all’ (97). In other

words, the part of the song you depend on

for some predictable, reassuring fixity is

mutable and in motion, has become rolling

stock. Although this is scary and liberating

in equal measure, it is the sense of libera-

tion that seems to have lodged itself in the

public’s consciousness of the song. To leave

the last word to Marcus – ‘Confused – and

justified, exultant, free from history with a

world to win – is exactly where the song

means to leave you’ (128).

1. Marcus replays this moment on pages 182 and 183.

2. ‘Vituperative elation’ is a phrase that perfectly captures the mood of the song. It is a phrase coined by a

schoolteacher, Paula Radice, who was interviewed for the BBC radio documentary on ‘Like a Rolling Stone’ in

2004. Her account of hearing the song for the first time in Durham during the miners’ strike in 1984 is one of

the many lovely vignettes Marcus’s book contains.

3. Readers of James Joyce will immediately spot a cultural coincidence that Marcus doesn’t mention: June 16th

is Bloomsday, the day on which the action of Ulysses (1922) is set. Given that the central character of the book

is a wandering Jew, Leopold Bloom, one wonders what resonance the day in question might have for Dylan, né

Zimmerman, assuming, of course, that he takes any notice of such things.

4. Brewer’s Dictionary of Phrase and Fable: Millennium Edition. Revised by Adrian Room (London: Cassell, 1999).
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Waking Up To A

New Morning
(And linking arms in the

Universal Brotherhood)

by J. R. Stokes

Youth of delight, come hither,

And see the opening Morn,

Image of truth new born.

Doubt is fled, & clouds of reason,

Dark disputes and artful teasing.

The Voice of the Ancient Bard

A Song of Experience by William Blake

When that most keenly sighted of Dylan observers, Clinton Heylin, was

rolling his own thing with The Telegraph Supplement back in the late 80’s, he

carried out a survey of our loves and hates Dylan-wise. The results were published

in the penultimate RTS of all time, i.e. number 22, which accompanied the Spring

1990 Edition of The Telegraph and which opened with a splendid Clintonesque

introduction that carried the bad news: ‘I’ll be too busy to continue with my RTS

duties beyond RTS 23, so apologies to all who like the RTS, and sod off and

subscribe to Isis to all those who do not.’ Alas, I was one of the former and,

although I’ve been warned over the years that it’s bad for my health, I have always

been an ardent admirer of Clinton Heylin’s work.
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‘Two words’, as Denis Leary, the 90’s

re-incarnation of Lenny Bruce would

say: ‘Clinton Heylin – two words, man:

diligence and accuracy’. And it is that

very commitment to diligence and accu-

racy that has been the foundation stone

for Clinton’s pillars of wisdom. Some of

my favourite Dylan books are monu-

ments to his style; from the revolu-

tionary Rain Unravelled Tales in its

various formats to the revelationary

sessionography in the paperback version

of Behind the Shades; through various

other projects: Stolen Moments, the book

that I always turn to first when it’s time

for research; those excellent articles in

Telegraphs 28-30 on the Christianity

period; the little postage stamp booklet

on the Gospel speeches; the directory of

tapes worth listening to; and many

further informed articles that have

appeared in all kinds of publications

during the last decade. It was probably

also Clinton Heylin who was the main

brains behind the Oracle answers in

those much-loved early Telegraphs.

I am sure that Clinton’s work on

Dylan emanated, not from a sense of

ego or profit, but from a true love and

belief in Dylan’s own work. No doubt

such love has gathered the dust of ego and

profit over the years but surely it’s the

labour of love that has prevailed above all

first, last and foremost. Indeed it must

have been a true labour of love for

Clinton to have to wade through all those

replies to The Telegraph Questionnaire

and then compile the most authoritative

survey of opinions shared by Dylan fans

to date.

Of course, some of the survey’s find-

ings were inevitable and I suppose it was

no surprise that, in the Best Album cate-

gory, Blood on the Tracks was favourite

with 260 votes and Blonde on Blonde was

runner up with 174 votes. Now although

these two albums may always be thus

placed back to back in the hearts and

minds of the majority of Dylan

aficionados, they couldn’t have been more

different in conception or content.

Blonde on Blonde witnessed Dylan at

the very peak of a rock-based mountain,

taking in great gulps of that wild mercu-

rial air, his creative juices gushing like a

mountain stream straight onto vinyl. The

majority of the masterpiece ‘Sad Eyed

Lady of the Lowlands’ was rumoured to

have been written on the crest of the

moment in the recording studio whilst the

session musicians sat around playing

cards, and a number of other songs on

Blonde on Blonde were cut in straight

takes.

The final cuts for some of the songs on

Blood on the Tracks however had been re-

recorded after the initial attempts were

discarded. If Blonde on Blonde saw Dylan

at the mountain top then certain songs

from Blood on the Tracks discovered him at

the depths of the deepest dark ocean. He

spoke about these tracks during an inter-

view with Mary Travers in March 1985 for

the radio programme Mary Travers and

Friends. When the interviewer remarked

how much she loved the album Dylan

retorted that he just wasn’t able to relate to

how people could enjoy hearing that type

of pain. And he wasn’t talking about the

type of pain you get with a sore throat! 
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It is interesting to compare two of the

longer songs from each album namely ‘Sad

Eyed Lady of the Lowlands’ from Blonde

on Blonde and ‘Idiot Wind’ from Blood on

the Tracks. On Dylan’s own admission the

first song concerned his then new wife

Sara, and it has been suggested by many

Dylan commentators that ‘Idiot Wind’ was

also written about Sara but obviously

from a completely different perspective. If

indeed Dylan wrote these two songs about

his former wife then, in the course of all

those words, he certainly scaled the

heights and plumbed the depths of that

particular relationship, which must have

played see-saw with his emotions .

But a see-saw must have a pivotal

point, a place where the landscape

becomes level and energy can be directed

towards growth instead of chaos. The

tracks for Blonde on Blonde were recorded

in 1966 and those for Blood on the Tracks

in 1974; an inclusive nine year difference

between these high and low emotional

points. If you took an exact mid-line

between these two points you find yourself

in the year 1970, being four years on from

1966 and four years before 1974. The

album that was released in 1970 was

indeed a pivotal, transitional album. As a

subtle emphasis to this it will be noted that

the album New Morning, which was

recorded and released in 1970, was Dylan’s

last number one album in the U.K. to date;

the songs from that album are the final

songs in Writings and Drawings, Dylan’s

first, and for some quite considerable

time, only officially published book of

lyrics; and the period between the release

of New Morning and Dylan’s next studio

album (excluding a Greatest Hits package)

Pat Garrett and Billy The Kid is the longest

period in Dylan’s career to date that his

fans have had to endure without the

release of a new studio album. After New

Morning, things took a different turn and

it probably wasn’t only gravity that ulti-

mately pulled the see-saw down, perhaps

destiny played a hand in there too.

It is however the uncomplicated land-

scape of 1970 that captures my mind, for

New Morning, from that period of stability

and growth, was the record that got my

vote as being my favourite Dylan album in

Clinton’s poll for RTS.

But why on Earth New Morning? Well,

for a start, from a basic instinct point of

view, it was one of those ‘saving grace’

incidents for me. You’re lucky if you get

one of those ‘saving grace’ incidents in

your lifetime; you’re even luckier if you

realise that it’s happened! 

I know that grown men shouldn’t

really talk about such things but some

time ago a young child who was very

special and dear to me died in somewhat

tragic circumstances. For weeks and

months I stumbled around under a dark

burdening cloud of grief. I desperately

tried to haul things back into perspective

but in reality I was searching for answers

where no answers could be found and thus

I ended each night with a head full of

doubt. Then one fine day… no, actually it

wasn’t like a Damascus discovery trip at

all; but just a minor something that caused

me to raise my eyebrows and twist the

corners of my mouth into a smile. And

believe me, a smile was a lot of money in

those days.
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The circumstances of my re-awak-

ening I remember quite clearly. I was

redecorating my lounge, steam stripping

off the paper that had gone out of fashion

and exposing the plaster cracks of wear

and tear. To ease the downright tedium of

D.I.Y. I shoved a tape into my cassette

player; any tape would do; it just

happened to be a Dylan tape; it just

happened to be New Morning. And then

he kicked me…

You see, although I had listened to the

title track from New Morning hundreds

of times since the album’s release some

fifteen years before that mysterious day, I

had never really heard the song properly.

Dylan sang with the voice of a true

survivor, someone who was still standing

to confront those who argued that it

would have been a better career move for

him to have remained prostrate and life-

less on Woodstock’s Striebel road that

fateful Friday afternoon in July 1966.

Perhaps Dylan was reminding me that I

was still standing too, but, whatever, the

song took me unawares and caused

something of an impact. But don’t get

me wrong, I’m not suggesting that

merely listening to any particular song

can wipe away the anger, bitterness and

guilt that so readily befriend grief; what I

did that day was take just a small footstep

of light in the soot of life, nothing more;

but once you’ve learned how to walk,

giant leaps soon become possible. It was

a faint calling to come hither, just as

William Blake calls in the extract from

his Song of Experience ‘The Voice of the

Ancient Bard’ I have quoted above and

below:

Youth of delight, come hither,

And see the opening Morn,

Image of truth new born.

Doubt is fled, & clouds of reason,

Dark disputes and artful teasing.

The title track of the New Morning

album having thus dawned upon me in

this new way, I subsequently re-opened the

pages and the text of the collection’s core

songs. And therein lies the twist because if

my spontaneous response to the song New

Morning was like a faint calling from

William Blake, this Ancient Bard was soon

positively shouting at me from the further

songs on the album. This is then the other

main sway of the album for me: It is so

William Blake. When I listen to it now,

potent leakages from Blake’s poetry and

philosophy seep into my mind, and as I

happen to think that William Blake is the

most important Englishman that has ever

lived, I am always willing to succumb over-

whelmingly to anything that has a touch of

him about it. When I listen to the majority

of New Morning I feel more than just a

touch of Blake, I get pushed and shoved

forcefully towards his direction, for the

feel, sound, sentiment and very simpleness

of the album belong to him.

Before I endeavour to explain exactly

what I mean though, knowing that the

carriage of mere words on printed page

will probably never arrive safely at your

station of true understanding, and yet

further with apologies to those who

already know the story so well, a few words

about the Ancient Bard himself.

William Blake was, by occupation, an

engraver of illustrations and designs for

books. For all but three of his seventy years
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he lived in London, where he was born, the

son of a hosier, in 1757. Although Blake

never had any formal education, he

attended a drawing school at the age of ten,

whereafter he became apprenticed to an

engraver and at the age of twenty-one

became a student at the Royal Academy.

Blake was never particularly well off,

during his working life he achieved a

meagre income from commissions for his

engravings and was barely able to support

himself and his wife. He had no children

and he died in somewhat humble circum-

stances and surroundings in 1827.

It was not for his engravings, or even

his paintings, that Blake subsequently

became hailed as a genius however. It was

for his poetry whereby Blake was able to

express in words his unique vision and

thus create his own philosophy and

mythology.

From about the age of four years, Blake

experienced visions of angels, prophets,

demons, saints and historical personages.

Even the spirit of his dead brother was said

to have appeared to him on many occa-

sions. These experiences continued

throughout his life and caused Blake to

look at his surroundings in a less human-

istic way. As an expression of this view he

wrote the lines, in the poem ‘Auguries of

Innocence’:

To see a World in a Grain of Sand

And a Heaven in a Wild Flower,

Hold Infinity in the palm of your hand

And Eternity in an hour.

Now although, on the one hand, Blake

was ridiculed and treated as a madman

when he recounted the stories of his tran-

scendental sightings, on the other hand

these visions were the primary source of

his poems. Thus part of Blake’s philos-

ophy, as expounded in his poetry, was that

life should be experienced and not merely

observed; that human beings should not

trust what is actually seen by the eye, but

learn to look further in order to experi-

ence a spiritual perception of what is laid

before them. Blake therefore treated the

eyes as merely doors or windows to a

wider world of the imagination. In ‘The

Marriage of Heaven and Hell’ he writes:

If the doors of perception were cleansed,

Everything would appear to man as it

is: Infinite.

And in The Everlasting Gospel:

This Life’s dim Windows of the Soul

Distorts the Heavens from Pole to Pole

And leads you to Believe a Lie

When you see with not thro’ the Eye.

What made Blake’s idea of ‘true vision’

even more controversial was that he was

living in the Age of Reason, where impor-

tant changes were occurring through

scientific discoveries and based upon

mathematical calculations. The laws of the

universe were being re-written by Isaac

Newton with his theories on gravitation

and motion, and by Francis Bacon who

was the founder of experimental science.

The theory was that everything, from the

orbit of the planets to the fall of an apple,

could be explained scientifically and

mathematically, that mechanical instru-

ments, which could measure and weigh,

should be substituted for human percep-

tion, which was untrustworthy if you

wanted to find the right answer.
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Blake kicked hard against this wall of

reason and contended that excluding

man from the process of knowledge

would result in a world where man could

no longer re-discover his true self. Blake

therefore became a revolutionary of his

time, but his revolutionary ideas were not

confined to the issue of imagination over

reason. He also caught in his net the

matter of religion, for he disputed the

authority of organised, conventional reli-

gions. Again he was opposed to the reli-

gious doctrines propounded by Newton,

Bacon and others who placed God

‘above’ and separate from man. Blake

regarded the human imagination as the

essential divine quality by which God

manifests Himself in man, and this was

another part of his philosophy which he

fought hard to establish, writing in the

poem ‘Jerusalem’:

I rest not from the great task!…

To open the eternal worlds, to open the

immortal Eyes

Of man inwards into the worlds of

thought – into Eternity

Ever expanding in the bosom of God,

The human imagination.

Fortunately Blake never rested from

his great task and he wrote hundreds of

lines of poetry whereby he extended his

philosophy, using on occasions complex

symbolism to underline the main thread

of his argument that creative energy,

inspired by an unfettered imagination, will

always win out over a rational, material-

istic approach to life.

Not only philosopher, poet, revolu-

tionary, printer and engraver then, but

Blake is now hailed as a prophet because

certain of his arguments formed the basis

of Carl Jung’s treatment of psychology. His

line of thought has also been taken up by

certain New Age thinkers who consider

that the limited, materialistic outlook on

life is still prevalent today and the only way

of breaking free from the chaos and stress

of materialism is to re-discover one’s self

through imaginative thought. Writing

about the use of Blake’s approach to life in

the twentieth century, the Blakean scholar

Kathleen Raine considers that our logical,

one-dimensional mode of thinking moves

us:

To confess ourselves to be mere parts in

a lifeless mechanism, to define life itself

in mechanistic terms, our sensations as

mere devices directed towards survival,

definable only in terms of function and

usefulness within a system of physical

cause and effect, spare parts within a

mindless mechanism, our consciousness

a function of the brain, which can be

replaced, for all practical purposes, by

the computer.

Another Blakean scholar, Bernard

Nesfield-Cookson, compares this materi-

alistic ideology to Blake’s philosophy:

In his argument against mechanistic

science and the philosophy of the five

senses Blake writes: ‘As the true method

of knowledge is experiment, the true

faculty of knowledge must be the

faculty which experiences’. It is this

faculty with which Blake is concerned

and he affirms that the Human

Imagination ‘The Poetic Genius is the

true man’.
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It is this very mindless, mechanised

system that Dylan himself kicks against in

many songs on New Morning. In ‘The Man

in Me’ he confesses:

The man in me will hide sometimes to

keep from bein’ seen,

But that’s just because he doesn’t want

to turn into some machine.

The real Man in him is the true man of

imagination; the opposite to the

Newtonian, Baconian man, the material-

istic logical man who sees only with, not

through, his eyes. And Oh! What a

wonderful feeling when Dylan finds that

real Man. Just listen to the opening bars of

the song, ‘The Man in Me’. Have you ever

heard Dylan so happy on any other

recording? 

On the track ‘New Morning’ itself,

Dylan really does see and hear things

anew. An example of experiencing life in a

different light:

Can’t you hear that rooster crowin’?

Can’t you feel that sun a-shinin’?

he asks; because he can truly hear and feel.

And although he has seen the sky so many

times before, on this day of awareness he is:

So happy just to be alive

Underneath the sky of blue.

In another homage to this new vision

Dylan sings on ‘Winterlude’:

Oh, I see by the angel beside me

That love has a reason to shine.

So, just like Blake, he is sitting with

angels, basking in the light of true experi-

ence. And there is so much light on the

album:

If not for you,

Babe, I’d lay awake all night,

Wait for the mornin’ light

To shine in through,

But it would not be new,

If not for you.

(If Not for You)

But the next time I looked there was

light in the room

(Day of the Locusts) 

Time passes slowly up here in the

daylight.

(Time Passes Slowly) 

The moonlight reflects from the

window.

(Winterlude)

And the expressions of the fleeting

night to render daylight:

The night passed away so quickly.

(New Morning)

We’ll fly the night away.

(One More Weekend)

Father, who taketh the darkness away.

(Father of Night)

In the song ‘Day of the Locusts’ Dylan

sings about his attendance at Princeton

University on the 9th June 1970 to accept

an honorary doctorate in music. It is inter-

esting here to firstly understand Blake’s

views of schools and universities. The

following is taken from the book William

Blake – Prophet of Universal Brotherhood.

In commenting on The Schools and

Universities, seeing those impregnated

with the rationalism of Locke and

Newton, Blake again draws our atten-

tion to the fact that the freedom of the
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imagination is eradicated, is enslaved

by a world conception relying entirely

on the limitation of the five physical

senses. Blake has already touched on

this in his poem The School Boy who

asks: 

How can the bird that is born for joy

Sit in a cage and sing?

How can a child, when fears annoy,

But drop his tender wing,

And forget his youthful spring?.

Like Blake, Dylan was clearly not

enamoured by the orderly process of

learning and he also places into juxtaposi-

tion the restraint of the university against

the freedom of the locusts in song. In the

second verse of this song, he sings: ‘I

glanced into the chamber where the judges

were talking, Darkness was everywhere, it

smelled like a tomb.’

Yet, whilst that was going on inside the

building, Dylan heard the following song

of freedom:

And the locusts sang off in the distance,

Yeah, the locusts sang such a sweet

melody.

Oh, the locusts sang off in the distance,

Yeah, the locusts sang and they were

singing for me.

Then, he sums it all up in the final

verse:

I put down my robe, picked up my

diploma,

Took hold of my sweetheart and away

we did drive

Straight for the hills, the black hills of

Dakota,

Sure was glad to get out of there alive.

Another of the songs from the album

where Dylan again draws attention to the

world of limited mindless mechanism,

where people live under rules governed by

materialistic needs without having regard

to spiritual perception, is ‘Three Angels’. In

this song Dylan tells the story of three

angels who are blowing their horns above

a busy street. Dylan focuses his attention

on all the people in the street, mindlessly

rushing backwards and forwards in their

daily routines: ‘One U-Haul trailer, the

Tenth Avenue bus going west, a man with

a badge, three fellas crawlin’ on their way

back to work, the bakery truck’ etc. He

pictures the scene as ‘A concrete world full

of souls’, no-one really seeing or hearing

with Blake’s true vision, not seeing

through but merely with their eyes, and

being content with that. Dylan concludes

the song:

The angels play on their horns all day,

The whole earth in progression seems

to pass by.

But does anyone hear the music they

play,

Does anyone even try?

Dylan has himself recorded some of

Blake’s works as, together with the beat

poet Allen Ginsberg, he entered a New

York recording studio in November 1971

and committed two of Blake’s poems,

namely ‘Nurses Song’ and ‘The Tyger’, to

disc. It was probably Ginsberg that, in fact,

introduced Dylan to Blake as Ginsberg was

something of a Guru to Dylan’s sponge-

like intellect from about the mid-60’s. In

turn, William Blake had a major influence

on Ginsberg’s very life, as is explained by
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the following extract from Ginsberg – A

Biography written by Barry Miles. The

incident described in this extract occurred

in 1948 when Ginsberg was twenty-two

years old.

The summer heat was on. Allen lay on

his bed by the open window, reading

William Blake. The book was open to

the poem Ah! Sunflower from Songs of

Innocence and Songs and Experience.

Allen had his pants open and was

absentmindedly masturbating while he

read; he had just come, when he heard a

deep, ancient voice, reading the poem

aloud. He immediately knew, without

thinking, that it was the voice of Blake

himself, coming to him across the vault

of time. The voice was prophetic, tender.

It didn’t seem to be coming from his

head; in fact, it seemed to be in the

room, but no-one was there. He

described it: ‘The peculiar quality of the

voice was something unforgettable

because it was like god had a human

voice, with all the infinite tenderness

and mortal gravity of a living Creator

speaking to his son.’

Ah, sunflower, weary of time,

Who countest the steps of the sun,

Seeking after that sweet golden clime

Where the traveller’s journey is done;

Where the youth pined away with

desire,

And the pale virgin shrouded in snow,

Arise from their graves and aspire

Where my Sunflower wishes to go!

He suddenly had a deep under-

standing of the meaning of the poem and

realised that he was the sunflower.

Simultaneous with the auditory vision

came a heightened visual perception: The

afternoon sunlight through the window

took on an extraordinary clarity. The sky

was ancient, the gateway to infinity, the

same deep blue universe seen by Blake

himself, and Allen knew this was the

‘sweet golden clime’ itself. He was already

in it. ‘I suddenly realised that this exis-

tence was it!’, he said. ‘This was the

moment I was born for. This initiation,

this consciousness of being alive unto

myself. The spirit of the universe was what

I was born to realise.’

In a footnote to his famous poem

‘Howl’, which was written in 1955-1956,

Ginsberg endeavours to explain his vision

in words:

Everything is holy!

Everybody’s holy!

Everywhere is holy!

Everyday is in eternity!

Everyman’s an angel!

Ginsberg is in fact reiterating Blake’s

own philosophy, as expressed in ‘A Song of

Liberty’ from The Marriage of Heaven and

Hell, which concludes:

Let the Priests of the Raven of dawn no

longer, in deadly black, with hoarse note

curse the sons of joy. Nor his accepted

brethren, whom, tyrant, he calls free, lay

the bound or build the roof. Nor pale

religious lechery call that Virginity that

wishes but acts not! For everything that

lives is holy.

In Blake’s ‘Song of Liberty’ the emphasis

is on lives for the living, or sensually aware,

man, who with his divine and creative

imagination is equated with god.
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It is this ubiquitous holiness that is the

foundation for another song from New

Morning, namely ‘Father of Night’, where

Dylan sees everything from rainbows up

in the sky to the rivers and streams as

being touched by a holy presence.

The philosophy as put forward in the

poem/thesis The Marriage of Heaven and

Hell may also contain answers, for any

who wish to pose questions, as to why we

Dylan folk marvel at Dylan’s work. What is

there in Dylan’s songs that strikes a chord

in us? What is there in Dylan the

performer that excites us? What makes us

relate to him when others can’t stand the

sound of his voice or the sight of his

ageing features? 

In ‘A Memorable Fancy’ from The

Marriage of Heaven and Hell Blake writes:

The worship of God is: Honouring his

gifts in other men, each according to his

genius, and loving the greatest men

best. Those who envy or calumniate

great men hate God, for there is no

other God.

By ‘greatest men’ Blake doesn’t mean

rich or powerful men but rather those

exhibiting creative energy. Just think about

the feeling you get when you witness a truly

great performance by a committed artist or

even watch a skilful athlete excelling at his

sport. It’s nothing you can really explain in

words but it causes an abstract stirring of

the soul. Whatever that is.

But here again, Blake identifies God

with man and furthers his contention that

the human imagination is the essential

divine quality by which God manifests

Himself in man. It is not a matter of ‘hero

worship’ but a recognition and joining

together of a divine essence, thus forging a

Universal Brotherhood: Dylan becomes as

we are and we become, through a fusion of

imagination, as he is. On this subject

Bernard Nesfield-Cookson writes:

Blake insists that behind the character-

istics of each individual man and

woman there exist the lineaments of the

‘eternal man’ which are most nearly

apprehended when we see our fellow

man radiant with his own creative

imagination freely exercised, and acting

from immediate inspiration, from the

direct perception of truth… all men

and women, united by the bond of

spiritual freedom, enjoy their own

individualities without let or

hindrance – and also ‘adore’ the

humanity in each other. Blake is the

courageous champion of spiritual

freedom. Such freedom involves a more

complete transformation of things as

we find them today than any political

programme can ever bring about.

Perhaps it would be applicable here to

put the songs from New Morning into an

historical context Dylan-wise. The

majority of the songs were not, as would

naturally be assumed, written during

Dylan’s sojourn with his young family in

Woodstock. Dylan had in fact returned to

New York City in September 1969 and the

core New Morning songs are thought to

have been written during the summer of

1970. So again it was a transitional period

– from the Innocence of the simple

country life to the Experience of life back

in the city; from the pleasures of the
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personal freedom that existed in the early

Woodstock days to the pressures that must

have presented themselves to Dylan as he

returned to life as a full time rock star

being seen around town and no doubt

being cajoled by a city attitude from male

and female alike.

The track from New Morning that

portrays, in a somewhat surrealistic

manner, this struggle between Innocence

and Experience is my favourite Dylan song

of all time, namely ‘If Dogs Run Free’.

William Blake used to draw pictures

to illustrate his poetry and, in a like

manner, Dylan provides a sketch to

accompany this song in Writings and

Drawings. It is a sketch of a dog, with a

human face, and wearing a choke chain. If

you’ve ever watched a dog bounding

around without a collar you’ll sense the

sort of freedom the animal feels, and if

you’ve ever sensed that freedom, that

innocence, you’ll understand Dylan’s

sketch straight away.

For me, the only way to interpret this

song is by way of a three-act play.

However this interpretation will mean

absolutely nothing to those who have

not listened to the song ‘If Dogs Run

Free’ since the release of the New

Morning album in November 1970.

Although I have reproduced the lyrics

below, a knowledge of the musical

accompaniment is equally as important

in understanding my interpretation.

Without such knowledge, the task of

following my thoughts will be somewhat

difficult. It is one of those songs where

the music, the voice and the lyrics form

a Holy Trinity. But not Holy as in church

– rather Holy as in William Blake. I am

therefore asking for audience participa-

tion. If you play the track and listen to it

for me, I’ll endeavour to tweak your

imagination. For those who know the

song so well that they have no need

whatsoever to remind themselves of the

words and music, you already have your

ticket and can take your seat forthwith

in the auditorium.

Prologue to the Performance

If dogs run free, then why not we 

Across the swooping plain?

My ears hear a symphony

Of two mules, trains and rain.

The best is always yet to come,

That’s what they explain to me

Just do your thing, you’ll be the king,

If dogs run free.

If dogs run free, why not me

Across the swamp of time?

My mind weaves a symphony

And tapestry of rhyme.

Oh, winds which rush my tale to thee

So it may flow and be,

To each his own, it’s all unknown,

If dogs run free.

If dogs run free, then what must be,

Must be, and that’s all.

True love can make a blade of grass

Stand up straight and tall.

In harmony with the cosmic sea,

True love needs no company,

It can cure the soul,

It can make it whole,

If dogs run free.
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A Musical Prelude:

A lone pianist sits in the orchestra pit,

playing a rippling stream on the high

notes of his piano. The ripples widen and

flow until they cascade into a waterfall

where a hidden acoustic guitar is being

played thoughtfully. The guitar and piano

meander along together searching for a

purposeful co-existence…

Act One

Curtain. Spotlight on the artist centre

stage sitting on a picnic chair, trying to

catch his reflection in the whirlpool before

him. He strums his guitar gently and sings:

‘Dear Landlord, please don’t put a price on

my soul.’

Above his head hangs a wooden sign,

the kind that would be found hanging

outside a bakery store in Old Woodstock.

On it are the words ‘The Prisoner.’

Two smartly dressed men enter from

stage left, they are in deep discussion. One

is leading a dog called Free on a tight

choke-chain, the other carries a briefcase.

Both are wearing pantomime donkey

heads.

The two men take up kneeling posi-

tions on either side of the artist. They

remove their donkey heads and place them

on the ground. The man with the briefcase

wears a badge which reads ‘Record

Company Executive’, the man with the dog

wears a badge which reads ‘Artist’s

Manager’.

The Record Company Executive

commences speaking directly into the

artist’s left ear repeating continuously in a

loud robotic manner: ‘Performance,

product, payment. Performance, product,

payment. Performance, product, payment…

The Artist’s manager speaks directly

into the artist’s right ear. He talks in softer

more reasoning tones:

‘You know you can do it. You know you

can give them what they want. It’s so easy

for you. You don’t even have to try. Let me

bring some old buddies down here, liven

you up a bit. That’s what you need. Show

them, show them that you’re still on top.

Do it just like you used to. It’s a waste of all

your talent just sitting there. You know

you can do it’.

The artist continues to strum his

guitar, gazing into the whirlpool and

trying not to notice the Manager and the

Executive. The dog called Free sits obedi-

ently at his master’s side, a prisoner of the

tight choke-chain.

Spotlight 2 on a pretty dancing girl as

she enters from the back of the stage. She

wears nothing but seven chiffon veils and

she dances seductively, singing sweetly. She

moves to the front of the stage and as she

passes the group by the whirlpool she

removes a veil and lets it drift slowly to the

floor. She stops singing, points at the artist

and says sarcastically ‘Oh my’.

The artist immediately looks up and

recognizes her. He moves swiftly from his

chair and snatches the dog’s choke-chain

from the Manager’s hands. The pretty

dancing girl walks off stage right hand in

hand with the artist who is leading the

dog on its tight choke-chain. The Record

Company Executive and the Manager fall

into the whirlpool and disappear.

Curtain
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A Musical Interlude:

The piano and guitar continue to

meander along together, still searching but

not yet finding. In the distance a female

voice calls to them, it floats after them on

the air, catches and then overtakes them.

Act Two

Curtain. Spotlight on the artist sitting

on lush green grass at the foot of a steep

mountain. The dog called Free sits loyally

on its tight choke-chain by the artist’s side.

Above the artist’s head hangs a wooden

sign, the kind that would be found

hanging in a State room at an embassy in

England or France. On it are the words

‘The Pilgrim.’

A stranger dressed in a long white robe

is seen descending the mountain. The

stranger’s face is hidden by the hood of the

robe, it looks as though he has no face at all.

As the Stranger approaches, the artist

gets up and bows low. He takes a small

bottle of pure olive oil from his pocket

which he pours over the Stranger’s bare

feet. The artist and the Stranger sit

together on the green grass and

commence a conversation:

Stranger: ‘Tell me about this trouble’.

Artist: ‘There is no trouble.’

Stranger: ‘But I have heard that you

require assistance.’

Artist: ‘No, no. I’m fine.’

Stranger: ‘And your creative Spirit?’

Artist: ‘I weave tapestries in my mind,

beautiful tapestries.’

Stranger: ‘But they said you have

nothing for them.’

Artist: ‘They are right.’

Stranger: ‘Have you anything for me?’

Artist: ‘Take all there is. Let me sing

for you.’

Stranger: ‘Not for me, take your song

to Him who lives on the mountain top.

Tell Him I sent you.’

The artist and the dog called Free set

off on their journey. A little way along

the mountain track they are halted

suddenly at the sight of the pretty

dancing girl appearing from behind a

burning bush.

She removes another veil, saying

‘Wow!’ dramatically and loudly. The artist

is entranced by her beauty and he follows

her into a log cabin on the mountainside.

The dog called Free is tied tightly to the

wooden door post and remains there

patiently.

The lights fade. Night falls.

Curtain

A Musical Interlude:

The piano and acoustic guitar

continue their meandering affair but they

become clumsy and drift apart. The

floating female voice laughs at them

hysterically, almost in triumph.

Act Three

Curtain. Spotlight 1 on the artist

standing on a wooden box at the front of

the stage, he is speaking loudly and

directly to the audience, his arms in the

air. Above his head hangs a wooden sign,

the kind that would be found hanging in

the foyer of the Chelsea Hotel. On it are

the words ‘The Philosopher’.
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The artist is making a speech about a

true love he has found: ‘It has cured my

soul, it has made me whole’, he preaches.

Spotlight 2 on the pretty dancing girl

as she enters stage left leading the dog

called Free on a tight choke-chain. She sees

the artist speaking to the audience, she

listens to his words and she appears

worried.

Moving closer, she commences singing

her sweet seductive songs but the artist

fails to notice or hear her. She leads the

dog off stage and returns to dance around

the artist more seductively than before.

Coloured spot lights follow her and

enhance her performance.

She slowly starts to remove the

remainder of her veils and drops each one

at the artist’s feet. When she tries to

remove the last veil it becomes caught

tight around her neck and it starts to

choke her. She becomes faint but just in

time the artist hears her choking. He sees

her nakedness, steps down from the

wooden box and fastens his coat around

her. She kisses him, he nods and she sings

delightfully.

Spotlight 3 on the side, stage right, as

the artist’s Manager and the Record

Company Executive reappear and wheel

onto the stage a wind machine. They turn

the handle and an idiot wind starts to

howl. The artist and the pretty dancing girl

look round and hear the wind. He imme-

diately commands her ‘Hit it, baby’ and

they start to run before the wind catches

them. Saved, for this time, from the idiot

wind.

Curtain.

Finale

Curtain. Spotlight on the artist sitting

centre stage and gently rocking to and fro

on an old rocking chair. He is now an old

man, wrinkled and grey. Above his head a

lucky old sun rolls around the heavens.

From stage left all the characters walk

past him in procession – the pretty

dancing girl, the artist’s Manager, the

Record Company Executive and the

Stranger in white leading the dog called

Free on a tight choke chain. The artist

nods to each character as they pass him by.

Then he is again left on his own, with

only his shadow and his echo. A voice

from the crowd calls ‘Is it easy to forget?’

He replies, in a slight laughing manner,

‘God knows there’s enough to remember.’

The artist then enters a death scene. He

gasps ‘Free’ and the dog returns trailing

the tight choke-chain behind him. In his

last action the

artist removes

the choke-

chain and

then dies.

The dog

runs free,

bounding

around the

stage with

r e n e w e d

e n e r g y ,

yelping with

delight.

Final Curtain
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So that is how I see my favourite Dylan

song, the one I voted for as being Dylan’s

best song in Clinton Heylin’s survey for

the Rolling Telegraph Supplement. Mind

you, I don’t know what Clinton would

make of all this because, if I dare to quote

from his biography Behind The Shades,

Clinton has the following to say about

certain songs on New Morning:

At the time songs like ‘Three Angels’, ‘If

Dogs Run Free’ and ‘Father of Night’

were seen as an audacious attempt to

work in new forms. Hindsight suggests

there is little on Self Portrait as excruci-

atingly bad as these three songs.

It’s all a matter of opinion really, and

that is what is so marvellous about this

Dylan thing: whatever your particular

preference of song, whatever other music

turns you on, whether you are male,

female, black, white, yellow or brown;

whatever your political persuasions, what-

ever football team you support, whether

you are gay, straight, blind or lame; what-

ever age you are, whether you are gainfully

employed or looking for work, whatever

side you dress on, there is one place where

we all meet, a common denominator that

joins us all together: an appreciation of the

art of Bob Dylan. Let others mock on

relentlessly – for what we have is special, a

place in the Universal Brotherhood of

understanding. An eternal triangle with all

points unified between Dylan, you and

me: Us. For what we search for in Dylan’s

songs we can find in ourselves and where

we relate to each other on that level of

imagination we have been inspired by

Dylan’s work. Of course we may disagree

on all manner of things but, somewhere

over the rainbow, a particular instinct in

all of us was fired in the same furnace and

hammered on the same anvil. The last

word in all this must be from William

Blake. A poem that reminds me of my first

smile on that new morning and also, in a

wider sense perhaps, the smile that you

smiled when you first heard Dylan sing a

song that you knew had been written espe-

cially for you:

The Smile

There is a Smile of Love,

And there is a Smile of Deceit,

And there is a Smile of Smiles

In which these two Smiles meet.

And there is a Frown of Hate,

And there is a Frown of Disdain,

And there is a Frown of Frowns

Which you strive to forget in vain,

For it sticks in the Heart's deep Core

And it sticks in the deep Backbone;

And no Smile that was ever smil'd,

But only one Smile alone,

That betwixt the Cradle & Grave

It only once Smil'd can be;

But, when it once is Smil'd,

There's an end to all Misery.


